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Abstract 

 

Study of the Impact of Atmospheric Variability on Subsurface Methane Emissions:  Application 

to Leak Detection and Quantification for Underground Natural Gas Pipeline Leaks 

 

Shanru Tian, Ph.D. 

The University of Texas at Arlington, 2022 

 

Supervising Professor:  Kathleen M. Smits 

 

Natural gas (NG), taken as a bridging fuel for achieving a low-carbon future, has rapidly grown 

to be a significant component of the global energy system and requires extensive pipeline 

infrastructures, most of them buried underground. Fugitive methane (CH4) emissions from NG 

pipeline leaks pose environmental, safety, and economic threats to the public. An effective leak 

detection and quantification (LDAQ) survey method is critical to identifying a leak and assessing 

the size when it has occurred, thus initiating appropriate response actions to repair it and 

accounting for the environmental risks accurately. However, gaps exist between LDAQ survey 

methods, and the effectiveness remains unclear. This doctoral study focuses on bridging such gaps 

that currently exist within the scientific, industrial, and policy-making communities by 

investigating 1) how atmospheric variability affects subsurface NG emissions and 2) how we can 

account for this understanding in LDAQ survey methods. Specifically, three phases are defined. 

First, this study systematically analyzed the influences of atmospheric variability and survey 

parameters on the detection probability (DP) of LDAQ surveys. A validated DP model was 

developed that incorporates the leak rate, survey distance, survey speed, atmospheric stability, 

wind speed, and air temperature. Results demonstrate that DP is highly impacted by survey speed, 
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atmospheric stability, and wind speed. The options of favorable weather conditions to have a high 

DP (e.g., >50%) decrease rapidly with the increase in survey speed. Next, the atmospheric 

dispersion inverse modeling method was used to investigate the subsurface CH4 emissions and 

quantify the emission estimate accuracy against the known controlled NG release rates. Results 

show the large temporal variability of CH4 emissions from NG pipeline leaks. At least 6 h of data 

is needed to have an emission estimate accuracy within ± 27% of the controlled release rate on 

average. With 1 h of data, the probability that the emission estimate is within ±50% of the 

controlled release rate (P±50%) is 50%, but it approaches 100% when 3–4 h of data is collected. 

Finally, atmospheric CH4 plume shape and size were characterized to provide a physical base for 

designing or using the survey parameters. Results demonstrate that survey parameters (i.e., survey 

speed, and height) are significantly affected by atmospheric stability, wind speed, and air humidity 

driving the plume variability. The maximum survey speed is about 25 mph in Pasquill–Gifford 

(PG) stability A (Extremely unstable conditions), but it reduces to 16 mph in PG G (Extremely 

stable conditions). Leak survey typically has a large range of survey speed options (0–25 mph) at 

5 m above the ground under unstable (PG A to B/C), calm to medium speed (0–3 m s-1), and high 

to very high (50–80%) humidity conditions. Overall, this dissertation provides a foundation to 

advance the efficiency of LDAQ survey methods by adopting scientific findings into engineering 

practices. Results benefit emission mitigation efforts at a variety of scales and applications from 

local pipeline safety and maintenance to large-scale environmental risk assessment.   
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Motivation and Problems  

The consumption of natural gas (NG), taken as a short-term bridging fuel to a low-carbon 

renewable future, has surged globally as it produces fewer undesirable by-products such as CO2, 

NOx, SO2, and particulates per unit of energy than coal or petroleum (Liang et al., 2012; The 

National Academy of Sciences, 2022). Global NG consumption is expected to increase by more 

than 40% between 2018 and 2050 (~1.2% annual growth) (U.S. Energy Information 

Administration, 2020). NG pipeline systems deliver energy to consumers and have a vast 

distribution network of over 3 million miles throughout the continental United States (U.S. Energy 

Information Administration, 2021a). Leak detection and quantitation (LDAQ) surveys for NG 

pipeline systems have historically been driven to reduce pipeline leaks resulting in safety incidents 

and, more recently, a relatively achievable approach to help mitigate climate change and fulfill the 

goals of the Paris agreement by reducing CH4 emissions from NG pipeline leaks (Nisbet et al., 

2020). 

Recently, many LDAQ surveys, including walking surveys, driving surveys, UAV (unmanned 

aerial vehicle) surveys, and aircraft surveys, have improved the understanding of the number of 

leaks and CH4 emissions from the NG pipeline systems (Kligman, 2011; Phillips et al., 2013; 

Gallagher et al., 2015; Vaughn et al., 2017; Zimmerle et al., 2017; Weller et al., 2018; Cho et al., 

2020; Li et al., 2020; Riddick et al., 2021; FlyARH, 2021; LASEN, 2021; Heliops, 2022). However, 

the efficiency of LDAQ surveys is poorly characterized as the parameters of survey protocols (i.e., 

survey distance, height, speed, and atmospheric conditions during the survey) are selected 

subjectively by the surveyors. In addition, no controlled belowground NG releases experiments 

have been conducted to justify the selected parameters of the survey protocols, creating a challenge 
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in understanding the representativeness of these surveys for detecting the number of actual NG 

pipeline leaks and associated emission estimates. 

There is a significant disparity in CH4 emission estimates in the U.S. from NG pipeline leaks 

based on different LDAQ survey methods (Brandt et al., 2014; Lamb et al., 2015; Weller et al., 

2020; U.S. EPA, 2022). For CH4 emissions from the U.S. NG distribution pipeline leaks, the 

driving survey-based estimate in the U.S. is approximately five times larger than the walking 

survey-based estimate (Lamb et al., 2015; Weller et al., 2020; U.S. EPA, 2022). Such a disparity 

is mainly caused by the difference in activity factors (leak per mile) and emission factors (emission 

per leak), where both factors depend on the LADQ survey method. However, none of the LDAQ 

survey methods to date have been assessed quantitatively using the ground-truth data from the 

subsurface NG pipeline leaks. It thus poses a challenge to evaluate which method has an emission 

estimate representing the actual CH4 emissions from the NG pipeline leaks. The leak detection 

density was 50% more at night than during the day when using a vehicle to survey the same area 

(Gallagher et al., 2015). In an above-ground site-by-site comparison campaign, the driving survey-

based quantification method generally has a larger emission estimate than the walking survey-

based method, with a difference of up to 13 times on average (Weller et al., 2018). Therefore, 

without assessing the efficiency of various LDAQ survey methods using controlled underground 

NG release experiments, many questions exist about the performance of current LDAQ surveys 

on mitigating CH4 emissions from NG pipeline leaks.  

Given the problems discussed above, this doctoral research is devoted to filling the knowledge 

gaps that exist between different LDAQ surveys for detecting and quantifying CH4 emissions from 

NG pipeline leaks using sets of controlled release experiments under different atmospheric 

conditions, with the purpose of advancing the physical base to understand the accuracies of these 
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methods across a range of audiences such as industry practitioners, the scientific community, and 

policymakers. 

 

1.2 Research Goals, Questions, and Hypotheses   

The overarching goal of this Ph.D. work is to advance our understanding of atmospheric 

variability on NG emissions from subsurface leakage and how operators and solution providers 

can account for this information in decision-making. This work will advance the understanding of 

the efficiency of various LDAQ survey methods under a wide range of atmospheric conditions 

using a combination of controlled field experiments, data analytics, and mathematical modeling 

(Figure 1.1). This study focuses on bridging the gap that currently exists within the scientific, 

industrial, and policy-making communities on the capabilities of both leak detection and 

quantification methods. This dissertation aims to address the following first-order research 

questions:   

(1) What environmental and procedural factors have the most significant impact on the 

probability of detection for underground NG pipeline leaks, and how can this be accounted 

for in practice?  

Currently, most research in DP for NG leakage is applied to aboveground infrastructure. In 

addition, LDAQ survey methods have not been tested against controlled experiments, 

resulting in a complete lack of understanding of DP for pipeline scenarios. My hypothesis 

is that LDAQ methods vary significantly in their ability to accurately detect pipeline leaks, 

mainly driven by variability in atmospheric conditions and the speed of detection (e.g., how 

fast the survey method is conducted). The objectives of this research, described specifically 

in chapter 3, are to systematically investigate how atmospheric variability and survey 
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parameters affect the DP of a subsurface NG emission, and to provide a validated DP model 

for cross-domain communities to quantify the efficiency of mobile leak survey methods by 

incorporating these statistically significant factors, including the leak rate, survey distance, 

survey speed, and atmospheric stability, wind speed, and air temperature.  

(2) How much data (and what kind) is needed to estimate emissions from NG pipeline leaks 

accurately?  

Current quantification approaches for subsurface CH4 emissions only rely to the 

instantaneous CH4 measurements, hypothesizing that the CH4 mole fraction magnitude can 

infer the leak size alone. The environmental conditions are therefore not fully considered in 

the leak estimate. Furthermore, considerable controversy exists on the CH4 emission 

estimates among these quantification methods, and none of them have been verified using 

controlled underground releases. Thus, it remains unknown about the representativeness of 

these estimates on the actual subsurface CH4 emissions. My hypothesis is that the CH4 more 

fraction magnitude cannot infer the leak size alone, and the atmospheric variability 

significantly impacts the surface CH4 emissions. Therefore, the objectives of this research, 

described specifically in chapter 4, are to use the atmospheric inverse modeling method to 

investigate the subsurface emissions, test the accuracy by comparing estimates directly 

against known, controlled underground leak rates, and provide a measure for having an 

estimate representative of the actual subsurface leak by considering the impacts of 

atmospheric variability.     

(3) What atmospheric factors significantly impact CH4 plume shape and size from subsurface 

NG pipeline leaks? How does the 3D gas plume characterization contribute to optimizing 

LDAQ survey protocol methodology? 
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The LDAQ survey protocol methodology depends on the operators, and there is a lack of a 

physical base for the design and use of the survey protocol methodology among these 

methods. The efficiency of these survey protocol methodology is poorly understood. 

Currently, no work was found to understand the plume behavior from underground NG 

pipeline leaks and link this understanding with the design or use of survey protocol 

methodology. My hypothesis is that the success of detecting a leak highly depends on the 

ability to observe the elevated CH4 mixing ratio within the aboveground plume, and 

understanding plume evolution is an essential factor for the design or use of survey protocol 

methodology. The objectives of this research, described specifically in chapter 5, are to 

characterize near-field 3D gas plume behaviors in a range of atmospheric conditions, reveal 

the significant atmospheric factors shaping the plume variability, and use these physical 

findings to inform the survey protocol methodology. 

Figure 1.1 Framework of the doctoral research 
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1.3 Dissertation Structure  

This dissertation consists of six chapters and five appendices. Chapter 1 introduces the general 

motivation, problems, research goals, questions, and objectives. Chapter 2 provides the literature 

review information on the topics related to this dissertation. The subsequent three chapters are 

modified from three manuscripts on the following topics: investigating the detection probability 

of mobile survey solutions for natural gas pipeline leaks under different atmospheric conditions 

(Chapter 3), estimating methane emissions from underground natural gas pipelines using an 

atmospheric dispersion-based method (Chapter 4), and improving the efficacy of leak detection 

and quantification survey methods using 3D plume measurements (Chapter 5).   

   Chapter 3 investigates the detection probability of mobile survey methods for underground NG 

pipeline leaks in a comprehensive approach and presents a validated DP model for mobile survey 

methods providers to optimize the survey protocols. The results highlighted the dependence of the 

detection efficiency of the leak survey methods on survey speed, atmospheric stability, and wind 

speed. This chapter is based on the paper that has been published in Environmental Pollution 

entitled “Investigating detection probability of mobile survey solutions for natural gas pipeline 

leaks under different atmospheric conditions” by Shanru Tian (Primary researcher and 

author), Stuart N. Riddick (Research scientist, Colorado State University), Younki Cho (Research 

scientist, Colorado State University), Clay S. Bell (Research scientist, Colorado State 

University), Daniel J. Zimmerle (Senior research associate, Methane Emissions Technology 

Evaluation Center, Colorado State University), Kathleen M. Smits (Professor, Southern Methodist 

University). Approval for the republication of the manuscript was confirmed by Environmental 

Pollution Journal and all co-authors. 
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Chapter 4 focuses on CH4 emission estimate accuracy compared to controlled known leak rates 

from underground NG pipeline leaks under realistic conditions. The results show that the surface 

CH4 emissions have a large temporal variability due to the change in atmospheric stability, and a 

certain amount of data is required to have a representative estimate of the real below-ground NG 

leak rate. This chapter is based on the paper published in Elementa: Science of the Anthropocene 

entitled “Estimating methane emissions from underground natural gas pipelines using an 

atmospheric dispersion-based method” by Shanru Tian (Primary researcher and author), Kathleen 

M. Smits (Professor, Southern Methodist University), Younki Cho (Research scientist, Colorado 

State University), Stuart N. Riddick (Research scientist, Colorado State University),  Daniel J. 

Zimmerle (Senior research associate, Colorado State University), Aidan Duggan (Research 

scientist, Colorado State University). Approval for the republication of the manuscript was 

confirmed by Elementa: Science of the Anthropocene Journal and all co-authors. 

Chapter 5 focuses on the characterization of leaked 3D CH4 plume behaviors under a range of 

atmospheric conditions and uses the findings to provide a physical base for designing or using 

survey protocols for NG pipeline leak survey activities. This chapter is based on a research article 

in review.  

Chapter 6 presents conclusions and recommendations for future research. 
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Chapter 2 Background and Literature Review 

2.1 Significance of Mitigating Methane Emissions from Underground Natural Gas Pipeline Leaks  

2.1.1 Climate and Air Quality  

With the population and economic growth, the newly released international energy outlook by 

the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) projects that global consumption of natural gas 

(NG) is expected to increase by 31% between 2020 and 2050 (~1% annual growth) (U.S. Energy 

Information Administration, 2021b). The use of NG (60–98% CH4) is considered a short-term 

bridging fuel to a low-carbon renewable future as it emits 29–44% less CO2, 79–80% less NOx, 

92–99.7% fewer particulates, and 99.9% less SO2 than other fossil fuels (coal and petroleum) 

(Liang et al., 2012). In the United States, NG provides 29% of the total energy consumption, heats 

about half of the homes, and generates 33% of the total electricity (The National Academy of 

Sciences, 2022). On the other hand, NG is the fast-growing fossil energy in China, and the share 

of NG in the whole energy mix is expected to increase by 9% between 2016 and 2030 (~0.6% 

annual growth) to fulfill the carbon-neutral target (National Development and Reform Commission 

of China, 2016). 

 However, some studies (Howarth, 2014; Zhang et al., 2016; Alvarez et al., 2018) showed that 

natural gas leakages might erode the climate benefit of natural gas use as methane (CH4) has a 

relatively short lifetime (CH4: ~12 years; CO2: 300–1000 years), and a global warming potential 

86 times greater than that of CO2 over a 20-year horizon (IPCC, 2014). Anthropogenic methane 

emissions contribute to about 60% of global methane emissions, mainly from fossil fuel (35%), 

agriculture (40%), and waste (20%) (UNEP&CCAC, 2021). Due to the short lifetime of methane 

and its powerful global warming potential, reducing anthropogenic methane emissions is a 

practical approach to rapidly reducing near-term warming rates (UNEP&CCAC, 2021; Nisbet et 
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al., 2020). By 2030, global methane emissions need to reduce by 40-45% to prevent temperature 

rise to the 1.5 °C targets (UNEP&CCAC, 2021). The fossil fuel and waste sectors are expected to 

have the most significant potential for achieving methane emission mitigation targets 

(UNEP&CCAC, 2021; Nisbet et al., 2020). Besides, methane oxidation is a primary process for 

producing tropospheric ozone (a primary air pollutant to human health) (Fiore et al., 2008; Jackson 

et al., 2021). Thus, reducing methane emissions will improve air quality by reducing the 

tropospheric ozone concentrations and reducing ozone exposure to health risks, such as premature 

mortality and cardiovascular diseases (Shindell et al., 2012; Malley et al., 2017).  

 

2.1.2 Public Safety  

As a critical infrastructure across the production and delivery lifecycle, the natural gas pipeline 

expands significantly because of the rapid growth of NG consumption around the world (Global 

Energy Monitor, 2022). There are about 3 million miles of pipeline networks throughout the 

continental United States (U.S. Energy Information Administration, 2021a). Unlike other 

infrastructures in the NG supply chain, the pipelines are mostly buried belowground, and some of 

them, such as distribution pipelines, travel across the business and residential areas. Over the past 

20 years (2002–2021), U.S. natural gas leaks and explosions resulted in 227 fatalities, 1,030 

injuries, and an estimated total cost of $6.22 billion (PHMSA., 2022). Common causes of pipeline 

leakage include corrosion, incorrect operation, excavation or similar ground disturbances, natural 

force damage caused by ground shifts or above-ground loads, and equipment failure (PHMSA, 

2018). Given the vast mileage and spatial distribution of NG pipelines, effective leak detection 

and quantification (LDAQ) survey methods are critical to identifying a leak promptly when it has 

occurred, thus initiating appropriate responses to repair the pipeline quickly. Fixing the leaks 
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timely can prevent accidents, reduce public safety and property risk, lower economic costs, and 

reduce CH4 emissions to meet the global greenhouse gas emission-reduction goals. 

 

2.2 Leak Detection and Quantification Survey Challenges for Underground Natural Gas Pipeline 

Leaks  

2.2.1 The Knowledge Gap in Understanding the Efficiency of Leak Detection and Quantification 

Survey Methods 

Currently, a variety of leak detection and quantification survey methods are in use to mitigate 

CH4 emissions from underground NG pipeline leaks, including walking survey (PHMSA., 2017; 

GPTC, 2018; Chen et al., 2020; Cho et al., 2020; Riddick et al., 2021), driving survey (Phillips et 

al., 2013; Gallagher et al., 2015; Von Fischer et al., 2017; Zimmerle et al., 2017; Weller et al., 

2018; Keyes et al., 2020), unmanned-aerial-vehicle (UAV) survey (Golston et al., 2018; Yang et 

al., 2018; Barchyn et al., 2019; Fox et al., 2019; Li et al., 2020), and aircraft survey (Kligman, 

2011; Vaughn et al., 2017; FlyARH, 2021; LASEN, 2021; Heliops, 2022). Surveyors in a walking 

survey walk at a distance of up to 30 m from the pipelines to detect enhanced CH4 mole fractions 

between 0 and 1 m above the ground, using a hand-held analyzer such as  Heath Inc. Remote 

Methane Leak Detector (RMLD; range: 0–99,999 ppm-m; sensitivity: 5−10 ppm-m; frequency: 3 

Hz) or a Bascom-Turner Gas-Rover (GR; range: 5–10,000 ppm; accuracy: 2% ± 10 ppm; 

frequency: 1–2 Hz) (Zimmerle et al., 2017; Weller et al., 2018; Cho et al., 2020; Riddick et al., 

2021). Surveyors in a driving survey, drive a vehicle at a speed of 4–15 m s-1 (9–34 mph)  at a 

distance of up to 200 m from the source to detect enhanced CH4 mole fractions between 0.3 and 

4.5 m above the ground using a tracer gas analyzer, such as Picarro GasScouter (range: 0–20 ppm; 

precision: < 0.5 ppb) or  an ABB micro-portable greenhouse gas analyzer (MGGA; range: 0.01–
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100 ppm; precision: < 2 ppb) (Phillips et al., 2013; Jackson et al., 2014; Gallagher et al., 2015; 

Rella et al., 2015; Von Fischer et al., 2017; Caulton et al., 2018; Weller et al., 2020). The UAV 

survey flies at a speed of 2–30 m s-1 (4–67 mph) at a distance of up to 1,000 m from the source to 

detect enhanced CH4 mole fractions or path-integrated CH4 mole fractions with a flight height of 

up to 122 m, equipped with a point gas analyzer such as (e.g., ABB MGGA) or path-integrated 

gas analyzer (e.g., Heath Inc., RMLD) (Golston et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2018; Barchyn et al., 

2019; Fox et al., 2019; Li et al., 2020). The aircraft survey flies at a survey speed of 11–51m s-1 

(25–114 mph) at a distance of 900–1500 m from the source to detect  enhanced CH4 mole fractions 

or path-integrated CH4 mole fractions with a flight height of 60–580 m, usually equipped with 

remote sensing infrared imaging spectrometer such as Kairos Aerospace’s hyperspectral CH4 

imaging system (resolution: 3 m) (Kligman, 2011; Vaughn et al., 2017; Sherwin et al., 2021; 

FlyARH, 2021; LASEN, 2021; Heliops, 2022). Although these survey methods have been 

increasingly applied to detect and quantify NG pipeline leaks, the effectiveness remains unclear, 

creating a challenge in interpreting the disparity in reported leak densities and emission rates based 

on different survey methods.   

A recent field driving survey campaign in 2018 reported hundreds of leak indications from the 

urban distribution pipeline in the service areas of two local distribution Companies (LDC) (Weller 

et al., 2018). However, a subsequent walking survey by LDC field crews failed to find more than 

80% of leaks detected by the driving survey. The driving surveyors then visited 30 random driving-

based leak indication locations yet not discovered by the walking surveyors and confirmed that 

this disparity was due to the large false negative rate of the walking surveyors. However, due to 

the unavailability of detailed survey parameters for both surveys, such as survey time, weather 

conditions, survey heights, and distances, it is difficult to justify the disparity of both methods in 
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detection efficiency reported in this study. The Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E) conducted two 

side-by-side studies (Sacramento gas service area: 4,256 miles of NG distribution pipeline; Diablo 

gas service area: 3,593 miles of NG distribution pipelines) to compare the detection efficiency of 

the walking survey and driving survey (Clark et al., 2012; Kerans et al., 2012). In both studies, the 

driving survey was followed by approximately five weeks of the competition of the walking survey. 

Both surveys covered almost the same pipeline mileage and areas. The results showed that both 

methods detected a different subset of leaks, and the percentage of overlapped detection was only 

5% and 12%, respectively. Given the time lag between two surveys in these two PG&E studies, 

the low percentage of overlapped detection in both methods is probably due to the difference in 

environmental conditions and survey parameters. Also, the results of the field driving survey 

campaigns in Durham, NC, following the same route at different times, showed that leak detection 

density was 50% higher at night (0.33 leaks per mile) compared to daytime conditions (0.22 leaks 

per mile) when (Gallagher et al., 2015).  

On the other hand, great controversy exists on actual CH4 emissions from the NG supply chain 

system. Generally, the national estimate of CH4 emissions for each NG source category is 

compiled as the products of the emission factor (emission per leak) and the activity factors (leaks 

per length of each material). The newly released U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s current 

greenhouse gas inventory shows that the NG supply chain system in the U.S emitted 6.6 Tg of 

CH4 emissions in 2020 and is the second largest source of CH4 emissions, responsible for 25% of 

the total CH4 emission (U.S. EPA, 2022). The assessment report also demonstrates that CH4 

emissions from the NG supply chain decreased by 16% between 1990 and 2020 (0.5% annual 

decrease). This decreasing trend is consistent with a previous study that measured CH4 emissions 

from 13 urban distribution systems across the U.S. and found decreasing CH4 emissions from NG 
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distribution systems (Lamb et al., 2015). However, some studies pointed out that the U.S. EPA 

inventory underestimates CH4 emissions from the NG supply chain (Brandt et al., 2014; Brandt et 

al., 2016; Alvarez et al., 2018; Plant et al., 2019; Weller et al., 2020). The estimated national CH4 

emission in U.S. distribution mains from the driving survey campaigns is approximately five times 

greater than the U.S. EPA 2017 CH4 emission estimate from the NG pipeline mains (Weller et al., 

2020). Such a disparity mainly attributes to emission and activity factors' variability (Plant et al., 

2019; Weller et al., 2020). The U.S. EPA approach generally estimate the emissions by 

extrapolating a certain amount of direct surface dynamic chamber measurements into the national 

scale with a 85% detection probability assumed (Campbell, 1996; Lamb et al., 2015; U.S. EPA, 

2022). For the driving survey approach, the emission factors are developed using a statistically 

fitted linear model that relates the maximum CH4 mole fraction, the total plume peak area, and the 

ratio of maximum CH4 mole fraction to peak area (Weller et al., 2018; Weller et al., 2020). And 

the activity factors are estimated as a function of pipe age and materials by fitting the leak 

indication data from the survey to the pipeline information (i.e., age and materials) (Weller et al., 

2020). None of the above approaches have verified their accuracy against the controlled 

belowground NG release rates. Therefore, assessing the efficiency of LDAQ survey methods is 

the first step to understanding these disparities in national CH4 emissions from NG pipeline leaks 

and estimating the actual NG pipeline emissions accurately, which eventually benefits the CH4 

reduction climate efforts to achieve a sustainable future. 

 

2.2.2 Environmental Factors Affecting the Efficiency of Leak Detection and Quantification Survey 

Methods  
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Detecting and quantifying subsurface NG pipeline leaks is quite challenging as the leaked CH4 

plume shape and size change with the change in the soil and atmospheric conditions (Forde et al., 

2019; Ulrich et al., 2019; NARUC, 2019; Cho et al., 2020; Gao et al., 2021; Riddick et al., 2021). 

The leaked subsurface CH4 could migrate up to 6 m from the pipeline depending on the leak size 

and soil conditions, such as soil properties and moisture (Ulrich et al., 2019; Cho et al., 2020). The 

primary mechanisms for CH4 plume transport in the subsurface are advection and diffusion, with 

advection dominating close to the leak point, whereas diffusion dominates as the plume moves 

away from the leakage source (Okamoto and Gomi, 2011; Mitton, 2018; Gao et al., 2021). 

Subsurface conditions such as soil heterogeneity, soil moisture, temperature, and pressure 

gradients (due to high pipeline pressure) take primary control of the fate and transport of CH4 

plumes in the soil (Poulsen Tjalfe G. et al., 2003; Ho, Clifford K., 2006; Chamindu Deepagoda et 

al., 2016; Smith et al., 2018). Moreover, atmosphere pressure-induced barotropic pumping also 

affects the subsurface transport and emission of gas into the atmosphere (Auer et al., 1996; Forde 

et al., 2019).  

After the fugitive CH4 enters the atmosphere, the shape and size of the leaked CH4 plume are 

mainly governed by atmospheric conditions such as atmospheric stability, wind speed, air 

temperature, and air humidity (Carpenter et al., 1971; Arya, 2001; Stull, 2012; Leelőssy et al., 

2014; Thorpe et al., 2016; Ulrich et al., 2019; Riddick et al., 2021; Cho et al., 2022). The 

atmosphere in the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) has a typical daily cycle. The atmosphere 

tends to be unstable, with larger wind, higher air temperature, and lower humidity during the day, 

but it is usually stable with lower wind, lower air temperature, and higher humidity at night (Arya, 

2001; Stull, 2012). The gas plume generally becomes narrower and more concentrated as the 

atmospheric conditions changes from the unstable to stable (Arya, 2001; Riddle et al., 2004; Stull, 
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2012; Leelőssy et al., 2014). The plume shape tends to be longer and narrower during high wind 

speed conditions but shorter and wider during low wind conditions (Carpenter et al., 1971; Thorpe 

et al., 2016). For a large subsurface NG leak (0.44 kg h-1 of CH4), the atmospheric CH4 mixing 

ratio within 0.1 m above the ground drops below 100 ppm (0.01 vol %) under moderate wind 

conditions (average wind speed: > 2 m s-1), while the subsurface CH4 mixing ratio exceeds 80 vol % 

below 0.2 m of the ground (Ulrich et al., 2019). However, there has been no work to systematically 

understand the atmospheric CH4 plume behaviors from subsurface emissions over a range of 

atmospheric conditions, and explicitly link these findings with LDAQ survey methods, with a goal 

of advancing the efficiency of LDAQ survey methods. 

Some aboveground emission studies for NG aboveground infrastructures have demonstrated 

that LDAQ survey efficiency is a function of survey protocol parameters and environmental 

conditions (Rella et al., 2015; Thorpe et al., 2016; Caulton et al., 2018; Ravikumar et al., 2018; 

Barchyn et al., 2019; Bell et al., 2020; Zimmerle et al., 2020; Sherwin et al., 2021). The controlled 

single-blind detection tests found a power-law relationship between leak detection probability and 

detection distance between 1.5 and 15 m of the leak source for the walking survey equipped with 

an optical gas imaging (OGI) camera (Ravikumar et al., 2018). By adjusting the survey speed, the 

highly experienced OGI surveyors can detect 1.7 (1.5–1.8) times more aboveground leaks than 

less experienced surveyors (Zimmerle et al., 2020). The UAV and airplane survey experiments for 

aboveground controlled release showed that detection probability (DP) is the highest under 

moderate wind speed conditions (2–2.5 m s−1) (Barchyn et al., 2019; Sherwin et al., 2021). 

However, another walking survey experiment found no relationship between the DP and wind 

speed (Ravikumar et al., 2018). Like the wind  speed, some aboveground release experiments have 

shown that DP is positively related to the leak size (Rella et al., 2015; Ravikumar et al., 2018; Bell 
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et al., 2020), such a relationship yet does not exist in other studies (Barchyn et al., 2019; Ravikumar 

et al., 2019). The current driving survey-based quantification methods have reported a large 

uncertainty between –50% and 350% for aboveground NG infrastructure emission estimates due 

to large atmospheric variability (Lan et al., 2015; Rella et al., 2015; Yacovitch et al., 2015). At 

least ten repeat driving survey transects are needed to reduce uncertainty due to the atmospheric 

variability, and the uncertainty is estimated at 0.05–6.5 times the emission rate for single-

transect sites and 0.5–2.7 times the emission rate for sites with more than ten transects (Caulton et 

al., 2018).  
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Chapter 3 Investigating Detection Probability of Mobile Survey Solutions for Natural Gas 

Pipeline Leaks Under Different Atmospheric Conditions 
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3.1 Abstract  

The 2015 Paris agreement aims to cut greenhouse gas emissions and keep global temperature 

rise below 2 °C above pre-industrial levels. Reducing CH4 emissions from leaking pipelines 

presents a relatively achievable objective. While walking and driving surveys are commonly used 

to detect leaks, the detection probability (DP) is poorly characterized. This study aims to 

investigate how leak rates, survey distance and speed, and atmospheric conditions affect the DP in 

controlled belowground conditions with release rates of 0.5–8.5 g min-1. Results show that DP is 

highly influenced by survey speed, atmospheric stability, and wind speed. The average DP in 

Pasquill–Gifford stability (PG) class A is 85% at a low survey speed (2–11 mph) and decreases to 

68%, 63%, 65%, and 60% in PG B/C, D, E/F, and G respectively. It is generally less than 25% at 

a high survey speed (22–34 mph), regardless of stability conditions and leak rates. Using the 

measurement data, a validated DP model was further constructed and showed good performance 

(R2: 0.76). The options of modeled favorable weather conditions (i.e., PG stability class and wind 

speed) to have a high DP (e.g., >50%) are rapidly decreased with the increase in survey speed. 

Walking survey is applicable over a wider range of weather conditions, including PG stability class 

A to E/F and calm to medium winds (0–5 m s-1). A driving survey at a low speed (11 mph) can 

only be conducted under calm to low wind speed conditions (0–3 m s-1) to have an equivalent DP 

to a walking survey. Only calm wind conditions in PG A (0–1 m s-1) are appropriate for a high 

driving speed (34 mph). These findings showed that driving survey providers need to optimize the 

survey schemes to achieve a DP equivalence to the traditional walking survey. 
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3.2 Introduction  

Natural gas (NG), composed of 60–98% methane (CH4), is considered a cleaner energy source 

than other fossil fuels, such as coal. NG has been promoted as a transition fuel until renewable 

technologies can prove greenhouse gas (GHG) emission free energy (Alvarez et al., 2012; Levi, 

2013; Zhang et al., 2016; Zou et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2022). Its use has grown rapidly and is 

now a significant component of the global energy resource (Heath et al., 2015; Schivley et al., 

2018; Zhang et al., 2022). For example, NG provides 30% of the energy consumption in the U.S. 

and requires an extensive infrastructure including three million miles of NG pipeline (U.S. Energy 

Information Administration, 2021a; National Academies of Sciences, 2022). Leak detection for 

pipeline systems has historically been driven primarily by concerns of public safety to reduce fatal 

and non-fatal incidents caused by pipeline leaks. However, more recently reducing CH4 emissions 

from NG systems, including pipelines, has been identified as a way to help mitigate climate change 

and meet the goals of the Paris agreement (Nisbet et al., 2020).  

From 2002 to 2021, the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration 

(PHMSA) reported 2,986 NG pipeline incidents (153 from gathering lines, 1,439 from 

transmission lines, and 1,394 from distribution lines), resulting in 227 fatalities (38 and 189 from 

transmission and distribution lines, respectively) and 1,030 injuries (6, 157 and 867 from gathering, 

transmission and distribution lines, respectively) (PHMSA., 2022). Recent studies suggest that the 

NG supply chain system in the U.S. was responsible for 6.6 Tg of CH4 emissions in 2020, 

corresponding to 0.79% of the 111.2 billion cubic feet per day (bcf day-1) of NG produced (~833.45 

Tg NG yr-1) (U.S. Energy Information Administration, 2022; U.S. EPA, 2022). CH4 has a global 

warming potential 86 times greater than that of CO2 over a 20-year horizon (IPCC, 2014), and the 

environmental benefits of using NG as a near-term bridging fuel would be offset if the NG supply 
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chain emits CH4 more than 3.2% of the total NG production (Alvarez et al., 2012; UNFCCC, 2022). 

Reducing CH4 emissions from the NG supply chain presents a relatively straightforward objective 

for GHG mitigation while improving public safety.  

Currently, walking and driving surveys are commonly used to detect NG leaks from pipelines 

(Phillips et al., 2013; Gallagher et al., 2015; Zimmerle et al., 2017; Weller et al., 2018; Cho et al., 

2020; Li et al., 2020; Riddick et al., 2021). In a walking survey, surveyors walk along the pipelines 

and detect enhanced CH4 mole fractions using a handheld instrument, such as a Bascom-Turner 

Gas-Rover (GR; range: 5−10,000 ppm; accuracy: 2% ± 10 ppm; frequency: 1−2 Hz) or Heath Inc. 

Remote Methane Leak Detector (RMLD; range: 0−99,999 ppm-m; sensitivity: 5−10 ppm-m, 

frequency: 3 Hz) (Zimmerle et al., 2017; Weller et al., 2018; Cho et al., 2020; Riddick et al., 2021). 

GR measures the surface CH4 mole fraction by drawing air from the surface onto a dual catalytic 

combustion sensor (for measuring between 0 to 2 vol % CH4) or a thermal conductivity sensor (2 

to 100 vol % CH4) (Cho et al., 2020; Riddick et al., 2021). RMLD uses laser technology (Tunable 

Diode Laser Absorption Spectroscopy) to measure the path-integrated CH4 mole fraction (reported 

as ppm-m) remotely within a 30 m distance of the pipeline (Heath Consultants, 2009). A driving 

survey measures the CH4 mole fraction in the air at a distance of up to 200 m from the source using 

a trace gas CH4 analyzer, such as an ABB micro-portable greenhouse gas analyzer (MGGA; range: 

0.01−100 ppm; precision: < 2 ppb) or Picarro GasScouter (range: 0−20 ppm; precision: < 0.5 ppb) 

(Phillips et al., 2013; Jackson et al., 2014; Gallagher et al., 2015; Von Fischer et al., 2017; 

Zimmerle et al., 2017; Weller et al., 2018; Keyes et al., 2020). The height of the sensor mounted 

on the vehicle varies between 0.3 and 4.5 m depending on the driving survey method, and survey 

speeds range between 4 and 15 m s-1 (9−34 mph) (Phillips et al., 2013; Jackson et al., 2014; 

Gallagher et al., 2015; Zimmerle et al., 2017; Weller et al., 2018). Even though there is a lot of 
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interest in these survey methods, there is not a clear understanding of best practices, specifically 

how survey distance, survey height, survey speed, and atmospheric conditions could affect the 

probability of leak detection. While prior studies have used walking and driving surveys to detect 

subsurface NG leaks (Phillips et al., 2013; Gallagher et al., 2015; Von Fischer et al., 2017; Weller 

et al., 2018; Cho et al., 2020; Keyes et al., 2020), the survey detection probability (DP) was not 

characterized. 

Currently, there is no quantitative relationship between subsurface leak rate and DP for 

controlled belowground leak conditions. Some aboveground emission studies have shown that DP 

increases with the emission rate (Rella et al., 2015; Ravikumar et al., 2018; Bell et al., 2020). 

Others suggested that the relationship does not always exist (Ravikumar et al., 2019). One recent 

study, using a drone with a survey speed of 15–20 m s-1 (34–45 mph), showed no relationship 

between leak rate and DP (Barchyn et al., 2019). Other aboveground studies have found a strong 

relationship between downwind distance and the DP, where controlled single-blind detection tests 

using an optical gas imaging (OGI) camera found a power-law relationship between leak size and 

detection distance between 1.5 and 15 m of the leak source (Ravikumar et al., 2018). Zimmerle et 

al. (2020) indicated that the experience of OGI surveyors significantly impacted the DP, and highly 

experienced surveyors detected 1.7 (1.5−1.8) times more aboveground leaks than less 

experienced surveyors, primarily by adjusting the survey speed.  

In addition to leak rate and survey protocols, prior studies have explored how atmospheric 

conditions, mostly wind speed, affect the DP (Thorpe et al., 2016; Ravikumar et al., 2018; Barchyn 

et al., 2019; Bell et al., 2020). Similar to the leak rate, the effect of wind speed on DP is unclear. 

Thorpe et al. (2016) did not find any significant relationship between wind speed and DP using an 

airborne visible/infrared imaging spectrometer (AVIRIS-NG) during the controlled release 
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experiments. This finding was also consistent with Ravikumar et al. (2018). In contrast, two 

aboveground controlled release experiments showed that the drone and airplane surveys have the 

highest DP in moderate wind speeds (2–2.5 m s-1) (Barchyn et al., 2019; Sherwin et al., 2021). A 

belowground controlled release experiment from Riddick et al. (2021) showed that surface CH4 

mole fractions are mostly affected by atmospheric stability and suggested avoiding walking 

surveys during strong winds or strong solar irradiance conditions. A recent study (Tian et al., 2022) 

pointed out that subsurface leaks can be quantified using time-averaged downwind CH4 

concentration measurements. The authors know of no peer-reviewed studies that systematically 

investigate how leak rate sizes, survey protocols, and atmospheric conditions affect the DP of 

subsurface NG emissions. Thus, this study aims 1) to investigate how the leak rate, survey distance 

and speed, and atmospheric conditions affect the DP of a subsurface NG emission; 2) to develop 

a validated DP model for practitioners that incorporates the leak rate, survey distance, survey speed, 

and weather conditions including atmospheric stability, wind speed, and air temperature; 3) to 

model the weighted DP for walking and driving surveys using three published and publicly 

available emission rate datasets from NG distribution pipeline leaks. To our knowledge, this is the 

first time that a validated DP model has been developed, considering all critical parameters of the 

leak survey measured from belowground emission experiments. 

 

3.3 Material and Methods  

3.3.1 Experiment and Measurement Approaches 

Five controlled NG release (87±2 vol % CH4) experiments were conducted from June 21st to 

July 4th, 2021, with the release rate ranging from 0.5 to 8.5 g min-1(Table 3.1) at Colorado State 

University’s Methane Emission Technology Evaluation Center (METEC) in Fort Collins, CO, U.S. 
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The release rates were chosen to represent the range of leaks from the underground NG pipelines 

observed in the field (Lamb et al., 2015; Von Fischer et al., 2017). The testbed used here is a rural 

testbed with short surface vegetation (average height: 0.05 m). The pipeline was buried at 0.9 m 

below the ground surface along the east-west direction of the site and backfilled with the native 

soil (sandy loam, U.S. Department of Agriculture Soil Texture Classification). Gas was injected 

through stainless-steel tubing (0.635 cm, model SS-T4-S-035-20, Swagelok, USA) into the testbed 

from an aboveground 145-liter compressed natural gas (CNG) tank. The gas flow rate was 

controlled by pressure regulators, solenoid valves, and choked flow orifices. It was measured by a 

thermal mass flow meter (range: 0–11 g min-1, accuracy: ±1%, Omega FMA1700 series). A 

detailed description of this testbed can be found in prior publications (Mitton, 2018; Ulrich et al., 

2019; Cho et al., 2020).  

Table 3.1 General information of the five controlled belowground NG release experiments at the 

METEC site from June 21st to July 4th, 2021. The release rate ranged from 0.5 to 8.5 g min-1. The 

total number of passing was 3,472 for the five experiments. 

 

During each experiment, CH4 mole fraction and GPS coordinate data were collected while 

walking at distances (1, 5, 10, and 20 m) downwind of the emission point and perpendicular to the 

wind direction. CH4 mole fractions were measured using a high-precision gas analyzer 

(GasScouter™ G4301, Picarro, Inc.), with 0.1 ppb measurement precision at a 1 Hz measurement 

interval. GPS data were collected using a Picarro A0946 unit with a position accuracy of < 1 m 

and 1 Hz update frequency. At each distance downwind of the emission point, transects were 

measured at three heights (0.05, 0.25, and 0.5 m), which typically simulate both walking and 

Exp Date Release rate (g min-1) Total number of passings 

1 June 21 to June 26, 2021 0.5 1282 

2 June 30 to July 01, 2021 0.8 434 

3 June 28 to June 29, 2021 1.6 318 

4 July 01 to July 02, 2021 3.5 730 

5 July 02 to July 04, 2021 8.5 708 
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driving surveys (Phillips et al., 2013; Zimmerle et al., 2017; Cho et al., 2020; Riddick et al., 2021). 

The survey speed was 1 m s-1 (~2 mph) on average, and the transect length was 80 m. Here, one 

complete measurement per distance per height is defined as “one passing”, and the total number 

of passings was 3,472 for the five experiments (Table 3.1). In order to show how survey speed 

affects detection probability, the measured CH4 mole fraction data in each walking passing were 

extended to produce a series of data simulating increased survey speed from 2 to 15 m s-1
 (4–34 

mph) using a down-sampling method as follows: 1) The walking survey speed is 1 m s-1, and the 

gas analyzer measures the CH4 mole fraction at 1 Hz. Thus, the walking survey data represent 

approximately 1 m intervals along the transect in each pass (i.e., 1 m interval in every two adjacent 

samples); 2) When the survey speed increases to 2 m s-1, every other sample is selected to simulate 

a 2 m interval in each passing; 3) The down-sampling was repeated for other speeds from 3 to 15 

m s-1 by selecting every 3 to 15 m in each passing, respectively. This approach assumes that the 

instrument has a fast response time (e.g., 1–10 Hz) and, therefore able to detect the CH4 emissions 

from the belowground pipeline leaks. Instruments with response times in the 1–10 Hz range are 

increasingly available in recent years, such as the Li-Cor LI-7700 open path CH4 analyzer 

(frequency: 10 Hz, precision: < 5 ppb) or the ABB’s LGR-ICOS™ ultrasensitive gas analyzer 

(frequency: 10 Hz; precision < 1ppb). This down-sampling approach based on a 1–10 Hz 

frequency instrument may not work well in some situations. For example, if the plume width is 

less than the sampling interval linked to a fast-driving speed. We also acknowledge that this 

assumption did not consider the influence of the vehicle on the plume in a real driving survey 

situation and not always driving downwind of the emission source. The 3D wind fields, and air 

temperature were measured at 8 Hz using an RM Young 81000 Ultrasonic Anemometer installed 

6 m above the ground at the METEC site. Previous studies (Bosveld and Beljaars, 2001; Bardal et 
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al., 2018) have shown that the 3D sonic anemometer measurements with varying sampling 

intervals between 1 to 10 Hz do not influence the average vertical flux estimate. However, the 

uncertainty in the flux estimate increases with a decrease in the sampling interval. Therefore, the 

8 Hz sampling interval used in this study will generally satisfy sampling rate requirements to 

estimate the average vertical flux and stability parameter (i.e., Monin-Obukhov length) accurately. 

 

3.3.2 Methodology  

In this work, the subsurface leak was defined as either detection or non-detection for each pass 

along the pipeline. A pass was considered a detection if a 0.2 ppm CH4 mole fraction enhancement 

was observed over the 2.0 ppm background (10% change) at the METEC site. The background 

CH4 mole fraction was calculated by averaging the measurements 10 m upwind of the subsurface 

leaks. This threshold is consistent with a previous study that used the driving survey to conduct 

pipeline leak detection in 15 metro areas (Luetschwager et al., 2021). The empirical DP was 

calculated as the number of detected passes divided by the total number of passes.  

The 5-minute averaged Monin-Obukhov length (L, m) was calculated (Equations 3.1 and 3.2; 

Flesch et al., 2004; Foken, 2006; Stull, 2012) from the surface friction velocity (u*, m s-1), the 

mean absolute air temperature (T, K), the von Kármán's constant (𝑘𝑣 = 0.41), the gravitational 

acceleration (g = 9.81 m s-2), and 3D horizontal/vertical wind vectors (u, v, and w, m s-1). In 

accordance with previous studies, the sonic temperature, approximately equal to virtual 

temperature, was used for T in calculating L (Flesch et al., 2004; Foken, 2006). Any resulting error 

in L from using sonic temperature rather than virtual temperature should be small as the 

experiments were conducted in dry air conditions (relative humidity: approx. 30%) (Flesch et al., 

2004). The Monin-Obukhov length was also converted into Pasquill-Gifford (PG) stability class  
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as it is more quickly recognized than L by industry practitioners (Ulrich et al., 2019; Riddick et al., 

2021), where PG A (extremely unstable) is −100 ≤ 𝐿 < 0, PG B/C (unstable) is −500 ≤ 𝐿 <

−100, PG D (neutral) is |𝐿| > 500, PG E/F (stable) is  500 ≤ 𝐿 < 100, and PG G (extremely 

stable) is 0 < L ≤ 100  (Gryning et al., 2007; Breedt et al., 2018).  

 

 

The empirical DP data were randomly split into two parts, i.e., 80% as training data for 

developing the DP model, and 20% as test data for validating the DP model. The DP model was 

developed by fitting the training data with a multiple logistic function (Equation 3.3), which is 

similar to previous studies that used a single logistic function to fit the empirical DP and leak rate 

(Ravikumar et al., 2018; Luetschwager et al., 2021). The variables considered in the DP model 

include the leak rate, survey distance, survey speed, atmospheric stability (1/L), wind speed, and 

air temperature. A p-value of less than 0.05 was used to ensure the variables considered in the 

model are at least 95% statistically significant. The coefficient of determination (𝑅2) was used as 

a metric to validate the performance of the DP model by comparing modeled DP with the empirical 

DP from test data. 

where b0 is the intercept, b1, . . , b6 are the regression coefficients, q is the leak rate (g min-1), c is 

the survey speed (mph), s is the survey distance (m), L is the Monin-Obukhov length (m), U is the 

horizontal wind speed (m s-1), and 𝑇 is the air temperature (°C).  

𝐿 = −
u∗

3T

kvgw′T′ 
 

(3.1) 

u∗ = [(u′w′)
2

+ (v′w′)
2

]
1/4

 
(3.2) 

DP =  
1

1 + e−(b0+b1q+b2c+b3s+
b4
L

+b5U+b6T)
 (3.3) 
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  Using the validated DP model and three publicly available NG pipeline emission datasets 

(Table 3.2), we modeled the weighted DP (Equation 3.4) to quantity detection efficiency of 

walking and driving survey (Table 3.3) in a range of atmospheric stability and wind speed 

conditions. The emission datasets (Table 3.2) were directly measured by the surface chamber from 

NG distribution main and service line leaks across U.S. (Lamb et al., 2015; Hendrick et al., 2016; 

GTI, 2019). The total sample size is 446, characterized by a right-skewed distribution. Three super 

large emitters (16, 24, and 38 g min-1) were removed to be consistent with the range of the 

controlled leak rates. Thus, there are 443 emission rate points used in the DP model. The survey 

distance was assumed as 5 m downwind of the pipeline, based on general practice during the field 

pipeline survey. The driving survey speed was assumed as 11, 22, and 34 mph. These speeds are 

based on low, medium, and high speeds seen in previous field studies of driving surveys (Phillips 

et al., 2013; Jackson et al., 2014; Gallagher et al., 2015; Zimmerle et al., 2017; Weller et al., 2018).  

Table 3.2 General information of three publicly available CH4 emission rate datasets from NG 

distribution pipelines. Emission rates in these three datasets were measured directly using surface 

flux chambers, where all datasets show a right-skewed distribution characteristic. The total sample 

size used is 443. Three super large emission points were removed to be consistent with the range 

of controlled NG release rates in the DP model.  

 
Location Sample size Leak source Reference 

California 76 NG distribution mains and services GTI (2019) 

Massachusetts 113 NG distribution mains Hendrick et al. (2016) 

U.S. (various) 257 NG distribution mains and services Lamb et al. (2015) 

 

 

 

 

 

f =  
∑ DPiqi

n
i=1

∑ qi
n
i=1

 
(3.4) 
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where f is the weighted DP, 𝐷𝑃𝑖 is the modeled DP for the ith emission rate 𝑞𝑖 (unit: g min-1), 𝑛 is 

the total number of emission points (n=443). 

Table 3.3 Survey distance and speed for walking and driving surveys. The assumed driving survey 

speed is 11, 22, and 34 mph, which represents the low, medium, and high speeds of the field driving 

survey, respectively. The survey distance was assumed as 5 m downwind of the pipeline based on 

general field survey practices. 

 
Survey solution Survey distance (m) Survey speed (mph) 

Walking survey 5 2 

Driving survey 5 11 

Driving survey 5 22 

Driving survey 5 34 

 

 

 

3.4 Results 

3.4.1 Empirical Detection Probability with Different Survey Speeds  

Figure 3.1 shows the empirical DP as a function of distance with the mobile survey speed 

ranging from 2 to 34 mph from the five controlled experiments (Table 3.1). The result showed that 

the empirical DP decreases with the increase in survey speed. The empirical DP increases with the 

leak rate near the emission point (< 5 m). The empirical DP is between 70% and 100% at a 1 m 

distance for an emission rate between 0.5 and 8.5 g min-1 at a low survey speed (between 2 and 11 

mph). DP decreases with the increase in survey distance, especially for the smallest leak (0.5 g 

min-1), where the detection probability is 25% at a 20 m distance from the leak source (Figure 1a). 

For the medium to large leak (0.8–8.5 g min-1), the detection probability decreases to between 50% 

and 80% at a 20 m downwind distance at a low survey speed (2–11 mph). When the survey speed 

increases (medium survey speed between 11 and 22 mph), the empirical DP is between 25% and 

75% at a 1 m downwind distance, and mostly between 25% and 50% at a 20 m distance. Further, 
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the empirical DP is less than 25% at any distance regardless of leak size when the survey speed is 

high (22–34 mph). Besides, compared to Exp1-4, the DP in Exp5 mostly showed an increase with 

the increase in survey distance considered here for a given survey speed. This is probably due to 

the largest leak rate (8.5 g min-1) in Exp5, which is large enough to produce a broader plume at a 

farther downwind distance than that at a closer downwind distance to the subsurface leak source. 

Thus, for a given survey speed, it is more likely to grab a sample within the broader plume at a 

farther downwind distance than that at a closer distance when the leak rate is large enough 

(e.g., >8.5 g min-1). 

 

Figure 3.1 Empirical detection probability as a function of distance with the mobile survey speed 

ranging from 2 to 34 mph for the five controlled experiments (Exp1–5), respectively. 

 

 

 

3.4.2 Empirical Detection Probability with Different Atmospheric Stability Conditions  

In general, the empirical DP decreases as the atmospheric stability become more stable (PG:  A 

to G) regardless of the survey speed (Figure 3.2). The DP in PG A is between 75% and 100% for 

the leak rates between 0.5 and 8.5 g min-1 with a low survey speed (2−11 mph). With the same low 

survey speed, the DP decreases to between 45% and 90%, 40% and 85%, 50% and 80%, and 30% 

and 90% in PG B/C, D, E/F, and G, respectively. When the survey speed increases (medium survey 

speed between 11 and 22 mph), the empirical DP in PG A is between 50% and 80% for the leak 
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rates considered here. The DP further reduces to between 25% and 75%, 20% and 70%, 25% and 

75%, and 15% and 70% in PG B/C, D, E/F, and G, respectively. When the survey speed increases 

to high (22−34 mph), the empirical DP is generally less than 25% in PG A, B/C, D, E/F, and G, 

respectively, for the range of emission rates considered here. 

 

Figure 3.2 Empirical detection probability as a function of the Pasquill-Gifford (PG) stability class 

with the mobile survey speed of 2–34 mph for the five controlled experiments (Exp1–5), 

respectively. PG stability class A denotes the extremely unstable condition, PG stability class B/C 

denotes the unstable condition, PG stability class D denotes the neutral condition, PG stability 

class E/F denotes the stable condition, and PG stability class G denotes the extremely stable 

condition. No observation data is available for PG stability class E/F in Exp1–2, and PG stability 

class D for Exp 3–5. 

 

Generally, each PG stability class can be roughly estimated based on a range of wind speeds 

(Pasquill, 1961). Calm (0–1 m s-1), small (1–3 m s-1), and medium winds (3–5 m s-1) typically 

occur during unstable or stable conditions (PG A, B/C, E/F, G). Medium and large winds (5–10 m 

s-1) generally occur during neutral conditions (PG D). Figure 3.3 further shows the relationship 

between the empirical DP and the binned wind speed for mobile survey speeds ranging from 2 to 

34 mph for the five controlled experiments (Exp1–5). The empirical DP generally decreases with 

an increase in wind speed. For low survey speeds (2–11 mph), the DP is highest in calm wind 

conditions (0–1 m s-1), ranging from 70% to 100%. With the same low survey speed, the DP is 

generally the lowest in large wind conditions (5–10 m s-1), ranging from 30% to 90%. When the 

survey speed increases to between 11 and 22 mph (medium speeds), the empirical DP reduces to 
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between 25% and 75%. When the survey speed increases to high speeds (22–34 mph), the 

empirical DP is generally less than 25%, regardless of wind conditions. 

 
Figure 3.3 Empirical detection probability as a function of the binned wind speed with the mobile 

survey speed of 2–34 mph for the five controlled experiments (Exp1–5), respectively. The binned 

wind speed interval is 0–1, 1–3, 3–5, and 5–10 m s-1, representing the the calm, low, medium, and 

large wind conditions, respectively, according to the measured wind speed range during the 

experiments. 

 

 

 

3.4.3 Validation of the Detection Probability Model  

All variables considered here are at least 95% statistically significant, with p values less than 

0.05 (Table 3.4). The height variable did not pass the 95% statistically significant test and was 

therefore removed from the DP model. This is probably due to the small change in plume width 

for the height range considered in this study (0.05–0.5 m), thereby not having a significant effect 

on DP. The leak rate is positively related to the DP with the regression coefficient of 0.139± 

0.0005 (Table 3.4). The regression coefficients for survey speed, survey distance, Monin-Obukhov 

length, wind speed, and air temperature are all negative, with the largest ones from the Monin-

Obukhov length, wind speed, and survey speed, respectively. The regression coefficients from air 

temperature and survey distance are relatively low, with the values of -0.0807 ± 0.0006, and -

0.057 ± 0.0002. Using the regression coefficients in Table 3.4, the DP model was rewritten as a 

function of the leak rate, survey distance, survey speed, Monin-Obukhov length, wind speed, and 
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air temperature (Equation 3.5). When compared with the empirical DP from the test data, the model 

shows good performance, with a coefficient of determination (R2) of 0.76 (Figure 3.4).  

 

Table 3.4 Estimated mean regression coefficients and the respective p values in the fitted model.  

μ is the mean value, σ is the standard error (SE). μ and σ were calculated by bootstrapping the 

training data 1000 times. 

 

 

 

 

Parameter Regression coefficient (𝛍 ± 1𝛔) p value (𝛍 ± 1𝛔) 

Intercept (bo) 5.0221 ± 0.0117  6.14761E-39 ± 3.65743E-39 

Leak rate (b1) 0.139± 0.0005 4.7734E-16 ± 4.34151E-16 

 

Survey speed (b2) -0.1498 ± 0.0002 1.0119E-102 ± 9.1455E-103 

 

Survey distance (b3) -0.057 ± 0.0002  1.26593E-13 ± 1.3302E-13 

 

Monin-Obukhov length (b4) -12.7024 ± 0.0976 1.0586E-04 ± 4.99716E-05 

 

Wind speed (b5) -0.4115 ± 0.0021 1.5131E-07 ± 5.2156E-08 

 

Air temperature (b6) -0.0807 ± 0.0006 4.279E-06 ± 2.45119E-06 

 

DP =  
1

1 + e−(5.0221+0.139q−0.1498c−0.057s−12.7024
L

−−0.4115U−0.0807T)
 (3.5) 
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Figure 3.4 Modeled DP vs Empirical DP. The empirical DP is from the test data. The red dashed 

line is the 1:1 line. The blue line is the fitted equation between Modeled DP and Empirical DP 

where y is Modeled DP, and x is Empirical DP. The coefficient of determination (R2) between 

Modeled DP and Empirical DP is 0.76.   

 

The sensitivity analysis of variables in the DP model showed that survey speed, atmospheric 

stability (1/L), and wind speed take the most significant effects on the DP (Figure 3.5). DP reduces 

20% to 30% when changing survey speed from 2 to 34 mph, atmospheric stability (1/L) from -0.2 

to 0.2 m-1, and wind speed from 1 to 10 m s-1, respectively. The change in DP is less than 5% when 

changing the leak rate from 0.5 to 8.5 g min-1, survey distance from 1 to 20 m, and air temperature 

from 15 to 30 °C, respectively. The increase in modeled DP from the sensitivity analysis with an 

increase in leak rate is smaller than the increase in the empirical DP shown previously (e.g., Figures 

3.1a and 3.1e). This is because the empirical DP includes the impacts of other factors, such as 

atmospheric stability and wind speed. Overall, the modeled DP still reveals the increased trend of 

DP with the leak rate, which is consistent with observations. 
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Figure 3.5 Sensitivity analysis of each variable in the model on modeled DP. a)–f) shows the effect 

of changing leak rate, survey distance, survey speed, air temperature, wind speed, and 1/L input, 

respectively, while keeping other variables the same as the base case. In the base case, the leak 

rate is 0.5 g min-1, survey speed is 2 mph, survey distance is 1 m, air temperature is 15 °𝐶, wind 

speed is 0.1 m s-1, and 1/L is -0.2 m-1. The value of each variable in the base case is the lower limit 

of the data used for developing the DP model. The maximum value of each variable in a)–f) is the 

upper limit of the data used for developing the DP model.  

 

 

 

3.4.4 Modeled Detection Probability for Walking and Driving Surveys   

   Given the right-skewed distribution of emissions from the pipeline leaks (Lamb et al., 2015; 

Hendrick et al., 2016; GTI, 2019), here we modeled the DP for the small and large leaks across 

different survey speeds, atmospheric stabilities, and wind speed conditions (Figure 3.6). Modeled 

DP is higher than 90% under the conditions of PG stability class A, low survey speed (2–11 mph), 
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and calm to medium wind speed (0–5 m s-1), regardless of leak rate. However, when the PG 

stability class changes to G, modeled DP is less than 50%, and 70% for the small and large leak, 

respectively, under such a low survey speed and wind speed condition. Modeled average DP 

reduces about 5% to 25% with the increase in wind speed and survey speed, regardless of PG 

stability class and leak rate.  Generally, as the atmosphere changes from PG stability class A to G, 

the CH4 plume becomes more narrow and concentrated, due to the decrease in the gas dispersion 

(Riddle et al., 2004; Leelőssy et al., 2014; Tian, Smits, et al., 2022). Also, wind speed has been 

shown to influence the plume shape and size (Carpenter et al., 1971; Thorpe et al., 2016). During 

high wind speed conditions, the plume has a longer length and narrower width, but it is shorter and 

wider during low wind conditions (Thorpe et al., 2016). Thus, it is expected that DP is higher in a 

wider plume than in a narrower plume for each downwind transect survey along the pipeline 

because one is more likely to collect at least one sample within the plume. That is, for a certain 

plume width and fixed sample frequency, a higher survey speed results in coarse CH4 sampling 

points during each transect. Therefore, DP is lower in high survey speed than in low survey speed. 
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Figure 3.6 Modeled DP as a function of survey speed under different PG stability classes and wind 

speed conditions. a)–e) is the modeled DP for a small leak (q: 0.5 g min-1). f)–j) is the modeled DP 

for a large leak (q: 8 g min-1). The survey distance is 5 m, air temperature is 25 °𝐶 (average 

temperature during the experiments). The calm wind is 0–1 m s-1, the low wind is 1–3 m s-1, the 

medium wind is 3–5 m s-1, and the high wind is 5–10 m s-1
 according to the measured wind speed 

range during the experiments. The value of 1/L is -0.2, -0.05, 0.001, 0.05 and 0.2 m-1 for PG 

stability class A, B/C, D, E/F and G, respectively. The error bar is ±1 standard deviation. Note, 

calm, small, and medium winds typically occur during unstable or stable conditions (PG A, B/C, 

E/F, G). Medium and large winds generally occur during neutral conditions (PG D) (Pasquill, 

1961).   

 

Further, using the publicly available subsurface emission rates measured across the U.S., we 

modeled the weighed DP to inform the overall detection efficiency of walking and driving surveys 

on a national scale (Figure 3.7). The weighted average DP in all PG stability class conditions is 

83% on average for the walking survey at a calm wind speed (0–1 m s-1). But it reduces to 67%, 

42%, and 19% for the driving survey with a low, medium, and high survey speed, respectively. 

For a high wind speed that typically occurs in PG D (5-10 m s-1), the weighted average DP is less 

than 37% for all surveys considered here. With the increase of survey speed, the options of 

favorable weather conditions (i.e., PG stability class and wind speed) are rapidly decreased for 
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having a high DP. For example, the walking survey has a DP higher than 50% in the PG stability 

class ranging from A to E/F and calm to medium wind speed conditions (0–5 m s-1). However, this 

can only be achieved at a calm to low wind speed (0–3 m s-1) for a driving survey at a low speed 

of 11 mph. When the driving survey speed increases to 34 mph, there is only calm wind in PG A 

favorable for a DP higher than 50%.    

Our results show that DP highly depends on survey speed, atmospheric stability, and wind speed. 

A higher DP tends to be achieved when surveying at a lower survey speed, atmospheric stability 

(1/L), and wind speed conditions. The average DP in all weather conditions (PG A to G, calm to 

large winds) is about 66% for the walking survey, which is close to the assumed 85% detection 

probability for quantifying the CH4 emissions from the U.S. NG distribution pipelines (Campbell 

et al., 1996; Lamb et al., 2015). For a driving survey with low to medium speed (11–22 mph), the 

average DP in all weather conditions is about 35%, with the highest DP (>80%) under PG A and 

calm to low wind conditions (0–3 m s-1). Similar to this survey speed range, the field campaign 

from Weller et al. (2018) showed that their mobile survey method could detect 75% of pipeline 

leaks, but only 35% were successfully located by local distribution company field crews. As no 

weather information was provided, it is unknown if their mobile surveys corresponded with the 

weather conditions tested in this study. Overall, the walking survey has a wide range of favorable 

weather conditions ranging from PG stability class A to E/F and calm to medium winds (0–5 m s-

1) to get a high DP (e.g., at least 50% likely to detect a leak when one is present). The driving 

survey has limited favorable weather conditions to achieve an equivalent DP. A driving survey 

with a low speed (11 mph) should survey under the calm to low wind speed (0–3 m s-1) and PG 

stability class A to E/F conditions to have an equivalent DP to a walking survey. When the survey 

speed increases to a medium speed (22 mph), the optimum weather condition is limited to the PG 
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stability class A and calm to medium wind speed conditions (0–3 m s-1). Only calm wind 

conditions in PG A (0–1 m s-1) are favorable to getting an equivalent DP at a high driving survey 

speed (34 mph).   

 

Figure 3.7 Weighed DP for walking and driving surveys under different PG stability and wind 

speed conditions. The survey distance is 5 m, air temperature is 25 °C (the average temperature 

during the experiments). The emission rate is from three publicly available emission rate datasets 

(Table 3.2). The calm wind is 0–1 m s-1, the low wind is 1–3 m s-1, the medium wind is 3–5 m s-1, 

and the high wind is 5–10 m s-1
 according to the measured wind speed range during the experiments. 

The value of 1/L is -0.2, -0.05, 0.001, 0.05, and 0.2 m-1 for PG stability class A, B/C, D, E/F, and 

G, respectively. The assumed driving survey speeds are 11 and 22, 34 mph, representing the field 

survey's low, medium, and high driving speeds, respectively (Table 3.3). The error bar is ±1 

standard deviation. Note, calm, small, and medium winds typically occur during unstable or stable 

conditions (PG A, B/C, E/F, G). Medium and large winds generally occur during neutral conditions 

(PG D) (Pasquill, 1961)             
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3.5 Conclusions 

3.5.1 Leak Detection 

This work characterizes the probability of mobile survey solutions to detect underground 

pipeline leaks using a comprehensive approach. Our results showed that the empirical DP 

decreases with the increase in survey speed, survey distance, atmospheric stability (1/L), wind 

speed, and air temperature, but is positively proportional to the leak rate. Survey speed, 

atmospheric stability, and wind speed significantly impact the DP. For subsurface leak rates (0.5–

8.5 g min-1) considered here, the average empirical DP in PG A is 85% at a low survey speed (2−11 

mph) and 68%, 63%, 65%, and 60% in PG B/C, D, E/F, and G respectively. As the survey speed 

increases to 22−34 mph, the average DP is generally less than 25%, regardless of PG stability class 

conditions and leak rates considered here. The sensitivity analysis showed that the average 

modeled DP has a decrease of 25% with an increase in survey speed from 2 to 34 mph, atmospheric 

stability (1/L) from -0.2 to 0.2 m-1, and wind speed from 0.1 to 10 m s-1, respectively.   

The findings of this study emphasize the importance of the leak rate, survey protocols (i.e., 

survey distance and speed), and weather conditions (i.e., atmospheric stability, wind speed, and 

air temperature) in influencing the detection efficiency of leak survey solutions. Our work presents 

a validated DP model for driving survey solution providers to optimize survey conditions to have 

an equivalent DP to the traditional walking survey 

 

3.5.2 Implications for Leak Detection Solutions 

The driving survey has been increasingly used to detect and /or assess the NG pipeline leaks 

(Von Fischer et al., 2017; Zimmerle et al., 2017; Li et al., 2020; Weller et al., 2020; Defratyka et 

al., 2021). The primary advantage of the driving survey is that one can cover more areas more 
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rapidly than a walking survey. However, there is no robust evidence proving that a driving survey 

is at least as effective in detecting subsurface leaks as the traditional waking survey. Thus, gaps 

remain in our understanding of the effectiveness of driving survey efforts in detecting subsurface 

leaks. 

This study analyzed the DP of walking and driving surveys in a comprehensive fashion using 

data from both a newly developed subsurface leak data set and previous studies available in the 

literature. Our results showed that with the increase of survey speed, the options of favorable 

weather conditions (i.e., PG stability class and wind speed) rapidly decrease when trying to achieve 

a high DP (e.g., >50%). The walking survey has a wider range of weather conditions for high DP, 

ranging from PG stability class A to E/F and clam to medium winds (0–5 m s-1). The driving survey 

with a low survey speed of 11 mph can only be conducted under calm to low wind speed conditions 

(0–3 m s-1) to have an equivalent DP to a walking survey. When driving survey speed increases to 

34 mph, only calm wind conditions in PG A (0–1 m s-1) are favorable to get an equivalent DP. The 

driving survey solution providers need to choose a suitable survey speed under different weather 

conditions to achieve a DP equivalence to the traditional walking survey.  
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Chapter 4 Estimating Methane Emissions from Underground Natural Gas Pipelines Using an 

Atmospheric Dispersion-Based Method 
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4.1 Abstract 

Methane (CH4) leakage from natural gas (NG) pipelines poses an environmental, safety, and 

economic threat to the public. While previous leak detection and quantification studies focus on 

above-ground infrastructure, analysis of underground NG pipeline leak scenarios is scarce. 

Furthermore, no data from controlled release experiments have been published on the accuracy of 

methods used to 1) quantify emissions from an area source and 2) use these emissions to quantify 

the size of a subsurface leak. This proof-of-concept work uses CH4 mole fraction, as measured by 

a single gas sensor, as an input to a simple dispersion-based model (WindTrax) under ideal 

conditions (i.e., in a field) and compares the calculated emissions to the known controlled NG 

release rates. Aboveground and surface CH4 mole fractions were measured for five days at a field 

testbed using controlled underground release rates ranging from 0.08 to 0.52 kg hr-1(3.83–24.94 

ft3 hr-1). Results confirmed that the mean normalized CH4 mole fraction increases as the 

atmosphere transitions from the Pasquill-Gifford (PG) stability class A (extremely unstable) to G 

(extremely stable). The estimated surface CH4 emissions showed large temporal variability, and 

for the emission rates tested, at least 6 hours of data are needed to have a representative estimate 

from subsurface pipeline leaks (± 27% of the controlled release rate on average). The probability 

that the emission estimate is within ± 50% of the controlled release rate (P±50%) is approximately 

50% when one hour of data is collected; the probability approaches 100% with 3–4 hours of data. 

Findings demonstrate the importance of providing enough data over time for accurate estimation 

of belowground leak scenarios. By adopting the estimation method described in this study, 

operators can better estimate leakage rates and identify and repair the largest leaks, thereby 

optimizing annual greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions reductions and improving public safety.   
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4.2 Introduction 

Fugitive methane (CH4) emissions from natural gas (NG) pipelines pose an ongoing threat to 

the environment and public safety. Common causes of pipeline leakage include corrosion, 

incorrect operation due to human error, excavation or similar ground disturbances, natural force 

damage caused by ground shifts or above-ground loads, and equipment failure (PHMSA, 2018). 

Pipeline leakage events result in significant safety issues. From 2000 to 2019, the Pipeline and 

Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA) reported pipeline incidents resulting in 202 

fatalities, 918 injuries, and an estimated total cost of $2.94 billion (PHMSA, 2022). It is estimated 

that CH4 emissions from NG distribution main leaks are 0.69 Tg per year, accounting for 7.6% 

of the total U.S. CH4 emissions (Weller et al., 2020). Methane emissions from the NG  

distribution networks contribute to 56% of the total estimated CH4 emissions in Paris (Defratyka 

et al., 2021). Given that the global warming potential of CH4 is 84 times greater than that of CO2 

over a 20-year horizon (IPCC, 2014), the environmental benefits of NG as a short-term approach 

for mitigating climate change would be negated if CH4 emissions in the NG supply chain exceed 

3.2% of total NG production (Alvarez et al., 2012; UNFCCC, 2022). Typically, local natural gas 

distribution companies detect atmospheric CH4 mole fraction from underground leaks using 

vehicle and walking surveys (PHMSA, 2017).  However, studies showed that NG pipeline leaks 

are difficult to locate and quantify from above-ground observations due to limited understanding 

of 1) how CH4 accumulates or disperses in the atmosphere under different environmental 

conditions, and 2) the underground CH4 transport and surface manifestation of such leaks 

(Okamoto and Gomi, 2011; Mitton, 2018; NARUC, 2019; Cho et al., 2020). Therefore, a better 

understanding of the influence of atmospheric conditions on above-ground CH4 plume from 

underground leaks is required to improve leak detection and quantification, and risk assessment. 
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NG distribution pipelines are surveyed by distribution companies through routine inspection. 

Once a leak is discovered, it is classified based on the existing or probable hazard to the person 

and property (Hendrick et al., 2016; WAC, 2019). Generally, Grade 1 leaks are prioritized for 

immediate repair. Grade 2 and Grade 3 leaks are classified as non-hazardous based on location, 

CH4 magnitude, and potential for migration of the leaked gas. Grade 2 and 3 leaks require repair 

within 12 to 15 months of detection and then revaluation after 15 months of discovery. Before 

repair, unresolved Grade 2 and 3 leaks require periodic inspection. 

Despite repeated observation, leak classification does not consider the effects of environmental 

conditions on the magnitude of the measured CH4 mole fraction. A recent vehicle survey in 

Durham, North Carolina showed that leak detection density was 50% higher at night (0.33 leaks 

per mile) compared to daytime conditions (0.22 leaks per mile) when following the same route 

(Gallagher et al., 2015). Therefore, many underground leaks may go undetected using current 

survey criteria that fail to incorporate the effects of environmental conditions on leak detection. 

Previous studies have used several methods to estimate emissions from underground NG 

pipeline leaks, including bottom-up, local level methods such as the surface dynamic chamber 

method (Lamb et al., 2015; Hendrick et al., 2016; Zimmerle et al., 2017), downwind tracer-ratio 

methods (Lamb et al., 2015; Weller et al., 2018) and vehicle-based statistical methods (Von 

Fischer et al., 2017; Weller et al., 2018; Weller et al., 2020). Enclosing a surface area to measure 

the CH4 enhancement, the surface dynamic chamber method relies on knowledge of the flow of 

air through a controlled chamber volume (National Academies of Sciences, 2018; Riddick et al., 

2020). The surface enclosure area is typically 1 m2 in size with measurement times in the range of 

minutes (National Academies of Sciences, 2018) or a series of gridded enclosure placements to 

overcome the spatial limitations (Lamb et al., 2015). The main shortcoming of this method is that 
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the surface CH4 expression from underground pipeline leaks has been documented to migrate 2–6 

m from the leak location, depending upon the leak size and environmental conditions, such as soil 

properties and moisture (Okamoto and Gomi, 2011; Ulrich et al., 2019; Cho et al., 2020; Cho et 

al., 2022) and the chamber may not capture all emitted gas. In addition, recent work by Riddick et 

al. (2021) documents the temporal variability in the surface CH4 expression above an NG pipeline 

leak. The authors identify variations in wind speed, roughness length, and atmospheric stability as 

the key environmental variables most significantly affecting the surface CH4 mole fraction. Cho 

et al. (2022) measured this change continuously over 4 days for two different known leakage rates, 

demonstrating how it varies by over 100%, depending on the time of day.  

Downwind tracer-ratio methods are often used as a supplementary quality assurance method to 

evaluate the performance of other methods such as the surface chamber method (Lamb et al., 

2015). Such methods require accurate knowledge of the known leak location and are sensitive to 

environmental conditions such as wind and the accurate co-placement of the tracer release and 

leak site (Mønster et al., 2019). Vehicle-based methods estimate emissions using a statistically 

fitted linear model with the maximum CH4 mole fraction, the total plume peak area, and the ratio 

of maximum CH4 mole fraction to peak area (Von Fischer et al., 2017). Although this method 

shows promise for city or regional studies, it relies on statistical analysis and does not incorporate 

the impacts of atmospheric conditions on the dispersion of the CH4 plume. When compared with 

surface chamber estimates, vehicle-based statistical estimates show larger emission estimates with 

very few indications of ground truth estimates from known underground leak rates (Weller et al., 

2018).   

As few of the above approaches have been verified using controlled underground releases, 

evaluating their accuracy remains an open challenge and therefore CH4 emissions from pipeline 
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systems remain poorly characterized. To the authors’ knowledge, there have been no studies to 

date that investigate the effects of time-varied weather conditions on emission estimate accuracy 

from subsurface pipeline leaks in controlled conditions. Comparing a method’s emission estimates 

to known, controlled underground releases over a range of environmental and operating conditions 

is the first step towards method validation.   

Atmospheric dispersion models have been used to inversely calculate gas emissions across a 

wide range of scales, spanning from the microscale to the continental scale (Flesch et al., 2004; 

Jeong, 2011; Bonifacio et al., 2013; Barkley et al., 2017). The application considered here relies 

on simple downwind measurements and could be readily applied to open field environments free 

from obstructions such as buildings, parked vehicles, and trees. Such conditions are typically seen 

in upstream sectors such as gathering and flowlines or in the downstream sector in rural 

environments or along open extents.  For these scenarios which represent short-range dispersion 

(1 km or less), the inverse dispersion model WindTrax has reported an accuracy of ± 10% for 

emission estimates from agricultural sources (i.e., feedlots, pastures, and farms), landfills, and 

natural sources (Laubach and Kelliher, 2005; Yang et al., 2017; Riddick et al., 2018). As this 

method is not limited to specific source sizes and shapes, it allows for flexibility in sensor 

placement and therefore has good potential for use in estimating CH4 emissions from NG pipeline 

leakage scenarios (Riddick et al., 2019).   

This study explores the effectiveness of using limited surface and above-ground CH4 mole 

fraction data as inputs to a near-field dispersion model to calculate CH4 emissions from subsurface 

pipeline leaks under realistic conditions. Explicitly, this study aims to 1) link the variations in 

atmospheric CH4 mole fraction magnitude to variations in atmospheric stability under a range of 

controlled NG leak rates; 2) test the accuracy of an inverse modeling approach to estimate 
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emissions by comparing estimates directly against known, controlled underground leak rates; 3). 

understand and quantify how much data is needed to estimate emissions within ±50% of controlled 

leak rates. To our knowledge, this is the first study of its kind to test the emission estimate accuracy 

against the known rates for belowground pipeline scenarios. Currently, pipeline operators use 

surface CH4 measurements to infer the size of a leak and prioritize repair.  By adopting the method 

described in this study to correctly estimate leak rate, operators can estimate emissions and 

therefore optimize repair and greenhouse gas (GHG) emission reductions.   

 

4.3 Materials and Methods  

4.3.1 Experimental Testbed/Setup    

Field experiments were conducted at the Methane Emission Technology Evaluation Center 

(METEC) field site, Colorado State University (CSU), Colorado. The METEC site includes an 

underground pipeline testbed that simulates the behavior of pipeline leaks using controlled natural 

gas releases under varied subsurface, surface, and atmospheric conditions. Details of the testbed 

design can be found in (Mitton, 2018; Ulrich et al., 2019; Cho et al., 2020; Gao et al., 2021) and 

will be summarized here. For this work, a testbed simulating a rural right of way with grassy 

surface cover was selected. The testbed consists of stainless-steel tubing (0.635 cm, model SS-T4-

S-035-20, Swagelok, USA) installed at 0.9 m below the ground surface along the east-west 

direction of the site, configured to release compressed NG at specific rates and locations. The 

tubing runs adjacent to a 10 cm diameter polyvinylchloride (PVC) pipe to simulate a realistic 

underground pipeline. The pipeline is backfilled with native soil, classified previously as sandy 

loam, according to the U.S. Department of Agriculture Soil Texture Classification. The trench is 

slightly less compact than the surrounding undisturbed soil, as discussed in Ulrich et al. (2019).  
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Natural gas (87  2 vol % CH4) was injected through the stainless-steel tubing into the testbed 

from an aboveground 145-liter compressed natural gas (CNG) tank. The gas release rate (reported 

at kg hr-1 of CH4) was controlled by pressure regulators, solenoid valves, and choked flow orifices, 

and measured using a thermal mass flow meter (range: 0–0.66 kg hr-1, accuracy: ±1%, Omega 

FMA1700 series). Gas was released to the soil through a stainless-steel mud dauber (0.635 cm, 

model SS-MD-4, Swagelok, USA) with a 10 cm wire mesh cube filled with gravel to prevent 

clogging.  

Methane mole fractions were collected at two elevations, 1 m above ground and at the ground 

surface. The above-ground CH4 mole fractions were measured at two separate locations, 

depending on the experiment (Figure 4.1a). For the first three experiments (June 1st  8:00 AM to 

June 4th  8:00 AM), a trace gas analyzer (Picarro Inc., G2210, precision: < 0.1 ppb) was positioned 

at location T1 to measure the CH4 mole fraction at a distance of 10 m from the leak center and 1 

m above the ground surface. The measurement interval was approximately 0.8 to 1 Hz. The 

analyzer was moved to location T2, located 10 m from the leak center, for the last experiment 

(June 4th 8:00 AM to June 5th 8:00 AM) with the same measurement height as the predominant 

wind direction changed during this period.  
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Figure 4.1 Plan views of the above ground and surface measurement locations relative to the NG 

leak location. a) The above ground sensor to measure the atmospheric CH4 was located at T1 for 

the first three experiments and T2 for the fourth experiment, due to a change in the predominant 

wind direction. b) The gridded layout represents the surface CH4 measurement locations. In each 

direction, each point is 0.5 m apart with direction spaced by 45º. 

 

 

Surface CH4 was measured at the ground surface at 80 locations (Figure 4.1b) to determine the 

plume shape and size using a hand-held CH4 detector (Bascom Turner Instruments Inc., VGI-201 

Gas-Rover, resolution: 1.0 ppm, detection limit: approximately 5.0 ppm). The surface CH4 mole 

fraction were measured during the last one hour of each experiment following the method used in 

a previous study (Cho et al., 2022). In accordance with the manufacturer’s procedures, at each 

measurement point (Figure 4.1b), the rubber cup of the detector was lightly pressed onto the 

ground surface for 30 seconds. Methane mole fraction was averaged over this time. To ensure that 

most of the surface expression was recorded, measurements were carried out from the leak center 

in each direction, A1 to A8, until the instrument’s detection limit (approximately 5.0 ppm) was 

reached.  

Two meteorological sensors were deployed to continuously measure wind speed, wind 

direction, solar radiation, and air temperature with a time resolution of 1 min (Figure B.1). The 
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first meteorological sensor (METER Group Inc., ATMOS41, accuracy: 3% and ±5o  for wind speed 

and direction, respectively; solar radiation: ±5%;  air temperature: ± 0.6 oC; air pressure: ± 0.1 kPa 

from -10 to 50 oC, ± 0.5 kPa from -40 to 60 oC) was co-placed with the trace gas analyzer at T1 (1 

m height). The second sensor (YOUNG Model 81000 Ultrasonic Anemometer, accuracy: wind 

speed: ± 1% ±0.05 m s-1 (0 to 30 m/s) and ± 3% (30 to 40 m s-1); wind direction: ± 2o (1 to 30 m 

s-1) and ±5o (30 to 40 m s-1)) was a fixed station installed at 6 m above ground, located 76.2 m 

northwest of the leak center. 

 

4.3.2 Experiment Procedure  

Four 24-hour experiments were conducted with controlled release rates of 0.08, 0.18, 0.27, and 

0.52 kg hr-1 of CH4 (3.83, 8.64, 12.94, and 24.94 SCFH (Standard Cubic Feet per Hour)), 

representing medium to large distribution pipeline leaks (Lamb et al., 2015). Experiments were 

conducted between the 1st and 5th of June, 2020.  

A 0.08 kg hr-1 leak was initiated on the first day at approximately 8:00 AM MDT (Mountain 

Daylight Time), and continuous measurements were conducted over the following 24 hours, at 

which time the leak rate was increased to 0.18 kg hr-1. This process/timing was repeated for 0.27 

and 0.52 kg hr-1. Mitton (2018) showed that NG released in the METEC testbed took 

approximately 4 hours to migrate to the surface. Therefore, only the last 20 hours of data (12:00 

PM to 8:00 AM) were used for each of the four experiments in the analysis to allow equilibration 

of the subsurface and ensure steady-state conditions. To properly represent atmospheric processes 

at the microscale, 10-minute averaged data were calculated. For every 10 minutes, atmospheric 

stability was quantified as the Obukhov length (L, m) to express the relative roles of shear and 

buoyancy (Foken, 2006). The Obukhov length was calculated from the surface friction velocity 
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(u*, m s-1), the mean absolute air temperature (T, K), the von Kármán's constant (kv = 0.41), the 

gravitational acceleration (g = 9.81 m s-2), and the 3D horizontal and vertical wind vectors (u, v, 

w, m s-1) (Equations 4.1–4.2) (Flesch et al., 2004; Foken, 2006).  

 

𝐿 = −
u∗

3T

kvgw′T′ 
 

(4.1) 

u∗ = [(u′w′)
2

+ (v′w′)
2

]
1/4

 
(4.2) 

 

The Obukhov length was converted to the Pasquill-Gifford (PG) stability class to provide 

practical insight for the industry in situations where on-site 3D sonic anemometer data are not 

available (Ulrich et al., 2019; Riddick et al., 2021). In this work, −100 ≤ L < 0, −500 ≤ L <

−100, |L| > 500 , 50 ≤ L < 100 , 0 < 𝐿 < 50 are considered as extremely unstable (PG: A),  

unstable (PG: B-C), neutral (PG: D),  stable (PG: E-F), and  extremely stable conditions (PG: G), 

respectively (Gryning et al., 2007).  

 

4.3.3 Model Setup  

The surface CH4 emissions were inversely calculated using WindTrax version 2.0 (Crenna, 

2020). WindTrax is a publicly available backward Lagrangian stochastic-based model that can 

simulate the trajectories of thousands of tracer particles in the atmosphere surface layer (Flesch et 

al., 1995). The surface CH4 emissions Q (kg hr-1) were calculated inversely using Equation 4.3 by 

assuming the simulated normalized CH4 mole fraction ((C Q⁄ )sim) equals the actual normalized 

CH4 mole fraction (Flesch et al. 2004). 

Q  =
(Cobs − Cb)

(C Q⁄ )sim
 (4.3) 
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where Cobs  is the measured CH4 mole fraction (ppm) at the downwind location, Cb  is the 

measured local CH4 background mole fraction (ppm). Additional details about the calculation of 

(C Q⁄ )sim in this model can be found in appendix B (Equations B.1–B.7). 

Modeling inputs included CH4 concentration, 10-minute averaged wind speed and direction, air 

temperature, roughness length, surface expression area, and Obukhov length. The surface 

roughness length was estimated at 0.02 m, approximated as one-tenth of grass height (Gutmann 

and Small, 2005). The surface expression area was approximately 7 to 20 m2 (Table 4.1), which 

was estimated using the measured surface CH4 mole fractions (Figure B.2). Atmospheric CH4 

mole fractions were filtered for two criteria, 1) the measurement was downwind of the known leak 

source (± 90° of leak center); and 2) the CH4 mole fraction was higher than the background CH4 

mole fraction. The background CH4 mole fraction ranged from 1.88 to 1.92 ppm (Table 4.1), which 

was calculated by averaging the mole fraction within 25% of the cumulative distribution frequency 

(Figure B.3). 

Table 4.1 Background CH4 mole fraction (1 m above ground, 10 m from the leak source) and 

surface expression area for Exp1–4. Standard deviations from the background CH4 mole fraction 

are noted in parentheses. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sensitivity analysis on seven stability cases (Srun1-7) was used to evaluate the effects of 

atmospheric stability on the surface CH4 emission estimate by changing L from -75 to 100% 

relative to the base case (Baserun) (Table 4.2). The base case was the controlled case in WindTrax 

Exp Background CH4 mole 

fraction at 1 m (ppm) 

Surface expression area (m2) 

1 1.89 (±0.004) 7 

2 1.90 (±0.006) 13 

3 1.92 (±0.042) 20 

4 1.88 (±0.002) 20 
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to calculate the surface emission using 10-minute averaged CH4 mole fraction and associated 

meteorological variables as the model input parameters.  

Table 4.2 General information about the stability sensitivity and base case in WindTrax. L in the 

base case (Baserun) was calculated using Equations 4.1–4.2. The Obukhov length for the seven 

sensitivity cases (Srun1–7) were -75 to 100% of L, respectively (L≠0 in Wind WindTrax (Flesch 

et al., 2004)), other input model parameters were the same as the Baserun. 

 
Baserun Srun1 Srun2 Srun3 Srun4 Srun5 Srun6 Srun7 

L L *(1-75%)  L *(1-50%) L *(1-25%) L *(1+25%) L *(1+50%) L *(1 +75%) L *(1+100%) 

 

 

4.4 Results  

4.4.1 Impact of Atmospheric Stability on CH4 Mole Fraction  

Figure 4.2 shows the mean normalized CH4 mole fraction as a function of the Pasquill-Gifford 

(PG) stability class for the four experiments (Exp1–4). The mean normalized CH4 mole fractions 

consistently increase with the increase in atmospheric stability, ranging from 12.31 to 23.41 s m-3 

when the atmosphere transitions from the PG stability class A to G. The large variability in mean 

normalized CH4 mole fraction may result from only measuring CH4 mole fraction at one location 

within the plume for each measurement interval as well as the variations in CH4 mole fraction 

within the plume for the same stability condition. The normalized CH4 mole fraction at the plume 

center was larger than that at the plume edge for the same stability condition, and the normalized 

mole fraction near the plume centerline during the unstable condition (e.g., PG stability class A) 

was larger than that at the edge of the plume during the stable condition (e.g., PG stability class 

E–F) (Figure B.4). In all, the results confirmed that the mean normalized CH4 mole fraction 

increases as the atmosphere transitions from PG stability A to G. For the conditions tested, our 
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results show that measured CH4 mole fraction cannot be used to infer the size of a leak without 

considering the impacts of atmospheric stability conditions. 

 

Figure 4.2 Mean normalized CH4 mole fraction grouped by the Pasquill-Gifford (PG) stability 

class for the four experiments (Exp1–4). Cb is the background CH4 mole fraction (ppm), Cobs is 

the measured CH4 mole fraction (ppm), Qctr is the release rate (kg hr-1). The error bar represents 

±1𝜎(𝜎: standard error). The total number of data points is 70, 10, 22, and 47 for PG stability 

classes A, B-C, E-F, and G. Note, PG stability class D was not included due to limited data points 

(6). The averaging interval for each data point is 10 minutes.    

 

 

 

4.4.2 Methane Emissions Calculated by WindTrax  

As seen in Figure 4.3a, the model estimated surface CH4 emissions showed large temporal 

variability, with the maximum estimates 3–5 times higher than the observed release rates. The 

absolute percent difference between the estimated surface CH4 emissions and the controlled 

release rate ranged from 1 to 48% for the four experiments (27% on average). The large absolute 

percent difference in Exp4 may be due to the lower sample size, compared to Exp1–3. While 
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Exp1–3 had a sample size of 6-9 hours, only 3.5 hours were available for Exp4. It is possible that 

the shortened time (3.5 hours) is too short to accurately represent the highly temporally variable 

surface CH4 emissions from a subsurface leak. Thus, the results demonstrate that for the emission 

rates tested, the average surface CH4 emissions from WindTrax can provide promising estimates 

(within 27% on average) of the leak rate from an underground NG pipeline release based on 6.5 

hours of downwind measurements from a single sensor location. The average ratio of the 

calculated surface CH4 emissions by WindTrax to the controlled release rate tend to decrease with 

the increase in atmospheric stability except for PG stability class G, i.e., a larger emission estimate 

during unstable conditions than in stable conditions (Figure 4.3b). The larger average ratio in PG 

stability class G than E-F suggests that other factors not considered in the atmospheric model, such 

as soil conditions, impact the surface CH4 emissions (Cho et al., 2020; Gao et al., 2021). Previous 

studies have shown that temporal variability of surface CH4 emissions is associated with both soil 

and atmospheric conditions, such as soil moisture and fluctuations in atmospheric pressure 

(Czepiel et al., 2003; Poulsen and Møldrup, 2006; Forde et al., 2019; Kim et al., 2020).  
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Figure 4.3 a) Box and whisker plots of estimated surface CH4 emissions (Q, kg hr-1) compared 

with the controlled release rate (Qctr, kg hr-1) for the four controlled release experiments (Exp1–

4); Boxes and whiskers in a) show the median (orange), 25th and 75th percentile (blue), and 

minimum and maximum values (black). The mean is depicted by the hollow red diamond. The 

black circles represent the outliers, and the green cross-mark is the controlled release rate (Qctr). b) 

The average ratio of estimated surface CH4 emissions (Q, kg hr-1) to the controlled release rate 

(Qctr, kg hr-1) grouped by the Pasquill-Gifford (PG) stability classes. Data are from the 

experimental base case. The total number of data points in b) is 70, 10, 22, and 47 for PG stability 

classes A, B-C, E-F, and G. Note, PG stability class D was not included due to limited data points 

(6).     

 

 

 

4.4.3 Effect of Atmospheric Stability on CH4 Emission Estimates 

Seven sensitivity cases were further used to evaluate the effect of atmospheric stability on the 

calculated emission rate by altering the Obukhov length in the model from -75 to 100% of L (Table 

4.2). As shown in Figure 4.4a, the ratio of estimated surface CH4 emissions to the controlled release 

rate decreases with the increase in atmospheric stability, where the PG stability class changes from 
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PG stability class A (extremely unstable) to G (extremely stable). As the atmosphere transitions 

from A to G, the average dispersion coefficients of the along-wind, crosswind, and vertical 

direction decrease rapidly (Figure 4.4b). The dispersion coefficient in the 3D direction is about 

0.4–0.8 m s-1 when the atmosphere is in PG stability class A (extremely unstable), but it reduces 

to below 0.2 in PG stability class G (extremely stable, a 50–70% decrease). Thus, the strong 

dispersion during unstable atmospheric conditions results in enhanced vertical and horizontal 

mixing compared to the inhibited dispersion and hence mixing during stable conditions (Riddle et 

al., 2004; Leelőssy et al., 2014). This results in broad yet diluted CH4 plume during unstable 

conditions (e.g., PG stability class A) and narrow yet concentrated CH4 plume during stable 

conditions (e.g., PG stability class E–F) (Figure B.4).  

 

Figure 4.4 a) The average ratio of estimated surface CH4 emissions (Q, kg hr-1) to the controlled 

release rate (Qctr, kg hr-1) grouped by the Pasquill-Gifford (PG) stability classes. b) The average 

dispersion coefficients (𝜎𝑢: along-wind direction; 𝜎𝑣: crosswind direction; 𝜎𝑤: vertical direction) 

grouped by the Pasquill-Gifford (PG) stability class. The unit of dispersion coefficient is m s-1. 

The data in a) and b) are from the sensitivity cases, as shown in Table 4.2. The error bars in a) and 

b) represent ±1𝜎(𝜎: standard error). The total number of data points is 326, 91, 58, 191, and 355 

for PG stability class A, B–C, D, E–F, and G, respectively.    
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4.4.4 Effect of Time Averaging on CH4 Emission Estimates 

Using the estimated emissions from the base case (Baserun), a rolling mean method was used 

to understand the amount of downwind data needed over time to estimate the emission rate 

accurately. Although our experiments collected data for 24 hours, in field scenarios, this is often 

not possible. We therefore wanted to understand the effect of time averaging on the emission 

estimate. Figure 4.5 shows the probability that the emission estimate is within ± 50% of the 

controlled release rate (P±50%) for data averaging time of 0.33 to 9.33 hrs. As expected, the 

probability increases with the increase in the rolling mean time in Exp1 through 3 (Figure 4.5). A 

probability of 50% is achieved when approximately one hour of data is collected. The probability 

increases to 80% with about 2 hours of data and reaches 100% with 3–4 hours of data. However, 

the probability was not observed to increase with an increase in time in Exp4 (Figure 4.5). This 

may be due to the smaller sample size (3.5 hours of downwind data in Exp4) and its distribution 

characteristics. As shown in Figure 4.3a, the distribution was normal for Exp4 but was right-

skewed for Exp1–3. Despite this, it should be acknowledged that the low sample size for Exp4 

may have affected the probability.  
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Figure 4.5 Probability (P±50%) that the calculated mean CH4 emissions (Q, kg hr-1) are within ± 50% 

of the controlled release rate (Qctr, kg hr-1) with the rolling mean time ranging from 0.33 to 9.33 

hours. The data were individual surface CH4 emission points from the base case (Baserun). The 

probability was calculated by dividing the number of emission estimates within ± 50% of the 

controlled release rate by the total sample size in each rolling time interval. 

 

 

 

4.5 Discussion    

This work demonstrates the viability of linking a simple publicly available dispersion model 

with limited aboveground and surface CH4 mole fraction, and micrometeorological data to 

estimate CH4 emissions from underground pipeline leaks. Previous downwind methods used for 

above-ground NG infrastructure leaks show that emission estimate accuracy is about ± 70% when 

calculating based on 15–20 minutes of downwind stationary measurements (Heltzel et al., 2020).  
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For belowground CH4 leaks, our method shows that downwind measurements measured over four 

hours can be used to estimate a leak between 0.08 to 0.52 kg h-1 to within ±50% in an open field 

condition. Although the average CH4 emissions calculated by WindTrax showed good agreement 

with the controlled release rate, we also recognize that it might not be feasible to directly apply 

this method to estimate emissions from a large number of pipeline leaks (U.S. Energy Information 

Administration, 2021). However, this method could be modified to vehicle-based surveys using a 

gas sensor and associated 3D anemometer data to extend its applicability. The method presented 

here is similar to the survey protocols outlined in other mobile methods for NG above-ground 

infrastructure leaks (Brantley et al., 2014; Caulton et al., 2018; Edie et al., 2020), that is, mobile 

monitoring and downwind stationary CH4 mole fraction measurements, yet demonstrates the 

importance of providing enough data over time for proper estimation of belowground leak 

scenarios. The length of time needed for mobile methods to achieve an equivalent accuracy 

remains unknown as there are currently no controlled belowground experiments results for mobile 

methods. The reported large emission estimate uncertainty (between -50 and +350%) of mobile 

methods on above-ground NG infrastructure leaks suggests more mobile transects are needed to 

improve the emission estimate (Lan et al., 2015; Rella et al., 2015; Yacovitch et al., 2015). A 

driving measurement campaign by Caulton et al. (2018) shows that at least 10 repeat transects are 

needed to reduce uncertainty, where the uncertainty is estimated at 0.05–6.5 times the emission 

rate for single-transect sites and 0.5–2.7 times the emission rate for sites with more than 10 

transects. Therefore, Caulton’s emphasis on more transect time may also apply to the mobile 

methods for improving emission accuracy from pipeline leaks. 

There is limited information regarding emissions from both flow and gathering lines (Zimmerle 

et al., 2017; Li et al., 2020). The emission factors of NG gathering lines in the current US EPA 
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Greenhouse Gas Inventory (Hockstad and Hanel, 2018) are based on emission estimates from the 

distribution pipelines (Campbell et al., 1996). With enhanced mobility, the method presented here 

shows potential for estimating CH4 emissions from NG flow and gathering lines. Similarly, it is 

also useful for NG distribution and transmission pipeline operators when an accurate estimate of 

emission rate is required to inform the priority of leak repairs such as finding and repairing the 

largest leaks and prioritizing work schedules. 

 

4.6 Conclusions  

This work tests an approach to estimate CH4 emission rates compared to known leak rates from 

subsurface pipeline leaks under realistic conditions. Our results confirm that the mean normalized 

CH4 mole fraction increases as the atmosphere transitions from PG stability class A to G. The 

measured CH4 mole fraction cannot be used to infer the size of a leak without considering the 

impacts of atmospheric stability conditions. The estimated CH4 surface emissions from a simple 

publicly available dispersion model showed large temporal variability, and for the emission rates 

tested, at least 6 hours of data are needed to have a representative estimate from subsurface pipeline 

leaks (±27% of the controlled release rate on average). The probability that the emission estimate 

is within ± 50% of the controlled release rate (P±50%) is about 50% when approximately one hour 

of data is collected. Probability increases to 80% with about 2 hours of data and reaches 100% 

with 3–4 hours of data. A sensitivity analysis also showed that the estimated surface CH4 emissions 

from the underground leaks tend to decrease when the atmosphere transitions from the PG stability 

class A (extremely unstable) to G (extremely stable) due to the inhibited dispersion and mixing in 

the atmosphere. 
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These findings of this study emphasize that a certain amount of data is necessary to have an 

estimate that can reflect the true subsurface leak rates. Atmospheric stability conditions should be 

incorporated in pipeline emission estimates based on the atmospheric CH4 measurements.  
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Chapter 5 Improving the Efficacy of Leak Detection and Quantification Survey Methods Using 

3D Plume Measurements 
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5.1 Abstract 

Identifying underground pipeline natural gas (NG) leaks using mobile survey methods is a 

significant challenge. Although survey methods find leaks, the overall effectiveness of such 

methods is uncertain due, in part, to a lack of understanding of the gas plume behaviors in the 

vicinity of a leak. In this study, controlled underground subsurface NG releases (0.44 kg hr-1 of 

CH4) were used to observe the near-field 3D plume evolution behavior (size and shape) under a 

range of atmospheric conditions and use these findings to inform leak survey parameters. 

Measurements were made at 7 m downwind of the emissions at heights between 0.5 and 7 m above 

the ground surface. Results showed that atmospheric stability, wind speed, and air humidity 

significantly impact the plume width and survey speed. The average plume width reduces by 36% 

as atmospheric stability changes from Pasquill–Gifford (PG) stability class A (extremely unstable) 

to PG G (extremely stable), and wind from calm (0–1 m s-1) to medium and high wind speed (5–

12 m s-1) conditions. And it increases by 22% with the increase of air humidity from low (0–50%) 

to very high (80–100%) humidity conditions. The plume is typically the widest at 5 m above the 

ground, decreasing both above and below this height. The maximum survey speed is about 25 mph 

in PG A, but it reduces to 16 mph in PG G. Leak survey typically has a larger range of survey 

speed options at 5 m above the ground under unstable (PG A to B/C), calm to medium speed (0–

3 m s-1), and high to very high (50–80%) humidity conditions. Overall, the results suggest that 

understanding atmospheric CH4 plume behavior can inform and optimize survey protocols to 

improve detection performance.  
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5.2 Introduction  

Natural gas (NG), composed of 60–98% methane (CH4), is currently being used as a bridging 

fuel from traditional fossil fuels (coal and oil) to sustainable renewable energy sources (Levi, 2013; 

Zhang et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2022) as it produces fewer undesirable by-products such as CO2, 

NOx, SO2, and particulates per unit of energy than coal or oil (Liang et al., 2012; The National 

Academy of Sciences, 2022). There are over three million miles of NG pipeline throughout the 

United States, generating ~33% of the US electricity demand (U.S. Energy Information 

Administration, 2021a; The National Academy of Sciences, 2022). Fugitive CH4 emissions from 

NG pipeline leaks have been identified as both environmental and safety risks (Alvarez et al., 2012; 

UNFCCC, 2022) in addition to financial losses (PHMSA., 2022) as it is highly flammable and has 

a global warming potential 84 times greater than that of CO2 over a 20-year horizon (IPCC, 

2014). From 2002 to 2021, the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA) 

reported 2,986 NG pipeline incidents (~150 incidents each year on average), resulting in 227 

fatalities, 1,030 injuries, and an estimated total cost of $6.22 billion (PHMSA., 2022). A recent 

national estimate shows that NG distribution pipeline leaks emit CH4 0.69 Tg per year and 

contribute to 7.6% of the total U.S. CH4 emissions (Weller et al., 2020). The latest basin-wide 

based emission factor (EF) is 14−52 times higher than the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s 

national estimate for natural gas gathering lines (Yu et al., 2022). Given the amount of NG 

pipelines throughout the U.S., most of which are buried underground (U.S. Energy Information 

Administration, 2021a; The National Academy of Sciences, 2022), an effective leak detection 

method is critical to identifying leaks promptly after they have commenced and initiating 

appropriate responses to repair the pipeline quickly. Fixing the leaks on time can prevent accidents, 
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reduce risk to public safety and property, lower economic costs, and reduce CH4 emissions to the 

environment. 

To find CH4 emissions from NG pipeline leaks, survey methods, such as walking surveys 

(PHMSA., 2017; GPTC, 2018; Chen et al., 2020; Cho et al., 2020; Riddick et al., 2021; Tian et al., 

2022), driving surveys (Phillips et al., 2013; Gallagher et al., 2015; Von Fischer et al., 2017; 

Zimmerle et al., 2017; Weller et al., 2018; Keyes et al., 2020), unmanned-aerial-vehicle (UAV) 

surveys (Golston et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2018; Barchyn et al., 2019; Fox et al., 2019; Li et al., 

2020), and aircraft surveys (Kligman, 2011; Vaughn et al., 2017; FlyARH, 2021; LASEN, 2021; 

Heliops, 2022), have been used to detect the leaks. The methods generally consist of an instrument 

used to measure CH4 mole fraction, a method of deployment (i.e., patrol platform and survey 

protocol), and a data analysis method to interpret the collected data. There is currently no universal 

standard leak survey protocol, and survey protocols are usually dependent on patrol platforms.  

In a walking survey, surveyors walk at a distance of up to 30 m from the pipelines to 

detect enhanced CH4 mole fractions between 0 and 1 m above the ground, using a hand-held 

analyzer such as  Heath Inc. Remote Methane Leak Detector (RMLD; range: 0–99,999 ppm-m; 

sensitivity: 5−10 ppm-m, frequency: 3 Hz) or a Bascom-Turner Gas-Rover (GR; range: 5–10,000 

ppm; accuracy: 2% ± 10 ppm; frequency: 1–2 Hz) (Zimmerle et al., 2017; Weller et al., 2018; Cho 

et al., 2020; Riddick et al., 2021). In a driving survey, surveyors drive a vehicle at a speed of 4–15 

m s-1 (9–34 mph)  at a distance of up to 200 m from the source to detect enhanced CH4 mole 

fractions between 0.3 and 4.5 m above the ground using a tracer gas analyzer, such as Picarro 

GasScouter (range: 0–20 ppm; precision: < 0.5 ppb) or  an ABB micro-portable greenhouse gas 

analyzer (MGGA; range: 0.01–100 ppm; precision: < 2 ppb) (Phillips et al., 2013; Jackson et al., 

2014; Gallagher et al., 2015; Rella et al., 2015; Von Fischer et al., 2017; Caulton et al., 2018; 
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Weller et al., 2020). The UAV survey flies at a speed of between 2 and 30 m s-1 (4–67 mph) at a 

distance of up to 1,000 m from the source to detect enhanced CH4 mole fractions or path-integrated 

CH4 mole fractions with a flight height of up to 122 m, equipped with a point gas analyzer such as 

(e.g., ABB MGGA) or path-integrated gas analyzer (e.g., Heath Inc., RMLD) (Golston et al., 2018; 

Yang et al., 2018; Barchyn et al., 2019; Fox et al., 2019; Li et al., 2020). The aircraft survey flies 

at a survey speed of between 11 and 51m s-1 (25–114 mph) at a distance of 900–1500 from the 

source to detect enhanced CH4 mole fractions or path-integrated CH4 mole fractions with a flight 

height of 60–580 m, usually equipped with an infrared imaging spectrometer such as Kairos 

Aerospace’s hyperspectral CH4 imaging system (resolution: 3 m) (Kligman, 2011; Vaughn et al., 

2017; Sherwin et al., 2021; FlyARH, 2021; LASEN, 2021; Heliops, 2022). Even though using 

these emerging advanced survey methods to improve leak detection efficacy is promising, no 

controlled subsurface NG release experiments have been conducted to understand the effectiveness 

of different survey protocols’ operational parameters, such as survey speed, height, and survey 

time, and survey weather conditions, creating a challenge of assessing the advantages or limitations 

of each survey method’s ability to detect the pipeline leaks. Two side-by-side studies by the Pacific 

Gas & Electric (PG&E) showed that the walking survey and driving survey detected a different 

subset of leaks, and the percentage of overlapped detection was only 5% and 12%, respectively 

(Clark et al., 2012; Kerans et al., 2012). The low percentage of overlapped detection in both 

methods is probably due to the difference in survey protocols’ operational parameters, such as 

survey time and weather conditions, where the driving survey was followed by approximately 5 

weeks of the competition of the walking survey. The belowground controlled release experiments 

from Tian et al. (2022) showed that detection probability (DP) is highly influenced by survey speed, 

atmospheric stability, and wind speed. The  average DP in Pasquill–Gifford stability (PG) class A 
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is 85% at a low survey speed (2–11 mph), and it reduces to below 25% at a high survey speed (22–

34 mph). Therefore, it is clear that understanding different survey protocols’ operational 

parameters is necessary to make useful comparisons of the efficiency between leak survey methods.  

The detection of enhanced CH4 mixing ratios from the aboveground plume is very sensitive to 

atmospheric conditions and the specification of survey protocols such as survey speed, height, and 

distance (Nathan et al., 2015; Yacovitch et al., 2015; Albertson et al., 2016; Riddick et al., 2021; 

Tian et al., 2022). Aboveground emission studies have shown that a gas plume becomes more 

narrow and concentrated as the atmosphere changes from unstable to stable due to weakened 

dispersion processes (Riddle et al., 2004; Luketa-Hanlin et al., 2007; Pontiggia et al., 2009; Stull, 

2012; Leelőssy et al., 2014; Askariyeh et al., 2017; Seigneur, 2019). A gas plume during high wind 

speed conditions is longer and narrower than during low wind speed conditions (Carpenter et al., 

1971; Thorpe et al., 2016). However, there has been little work to understand 3D gas plume 

behaviors (i.e., shape and size) from the controlled subsurface NG pipeline leaks under a range of 

atmospheric conditions, and explicitly link this understanding with the design or use of survey 

protocols deployed for leak survey methods. 

This study investigates variability in the size and shape of a 3D plume above a subsurface NG 

emission with changing atmospheric conditions and, most importantly, how this can be used to 

inform and optimize leak survey protocols. Explicitly, the aims are 1) to use controlled release 

experiments to characterize plume width variability in a range of atmospheric conditions; and 2) 

to use these findings to provide a physical basis to inform the survey protocols’ operational 

parameters, including survey speed, survey height, survey time, and survey weather conditions, 

thus increasing the likelihood of detection for a range of survey methods. To our knowledge, this 

is the first time that the plume shape and size above a subsurface emission have been systematically 
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investigated using controlled released experiments in a range of atmospheric conditions with the 

objective of improving the efficacy of leak survey methods. 

 

5.3 Materials and Methods 

5.3.1 Experiment and Measurement Approaches   

The controlled NG release (0.44 kg hr-1 of CH4) experiments were conducted at a rural testbed, 

Methane Emission Technology Evaluation Center (METEC), Colorado State University (CSU), 

Colorado, between March 2nd and April 29th, 2022, under a range of atmospheric conditions, 

including atmospheric stability, air temperature, air humidity, and wind speed (Table 5.1). The 

emission point used in this study was buried 0.9 m below the ground surface at the METEC site 

and backfilled with the native soil (sandy loam, U.S. Department of Agriculture Soil Texture 

Classification). The surface was covered by short vegetation (average height: 0.05 m). NG was 

injected through stainless-steel tubing (0.635 cm, model SS-T4-S-035-20, Swagelok, USA) into 

the testbed from an aboveground 145-Liter compressed natural gas (CNG) tank. The gas flow rate 

was controlled through the pressure regulators, solenoid valves, and choked flow orifices and 

measured by a thermal mass flow meter (range: 0–0.66 kg hr-1, accuracy: ±1%, Omega FMA1700 

series). This rural testbed can simulate different gas compositions (combinations of methane, ethane, 

propane, and butane) with a rate of up to 13 kg hr-1. More detailed descriptions of this testbed can 

be found in Jayarathne et al (2022). 

Variables investigated were atmospheric stability, air temperature, air humidity, and wind speed 

(Table 5.1).  The downwind CH4 mixing ratio measurements were started 20 hours after the release 

to allow the steady subsurface emission state. The CH4 mixing ratios were measured sequentially 

using the ABB’s Ultra-Portable Greenhouse Gas Analyzer (Model 915-0011), with 3 ppb 
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measurement precision at 1 Hz measurement frequency. For each height at each downwind 

distance, 5 minutes of data were collected by switching the connection of the tubing inlet with the 

gas analyzer sequentially. The meteorological/micrometeorological data (3D wind fields, air 

temperature, relative humidity) were measured at 10 Hz using an RM Young 81000 Ultrasonic 

Anemometer and a meteorological sensor (Met One Instruments Inc., 597A) installed 6 m above 

the ground at the METEC site. 

Table 5.1 General information of the fourteen controlled belowground NG release experiments at 

the METEC site between March 2nd and April 29th, 2022.  The release rate was 0.44 kg hr-1 of CH4. 

The measurement distance is 7 m downwind of the pipeline, and the height ranges from 0.5 to 7 

m. The variables considered here include different Pasquill-Gifford (PG) stability classes ranging 

from PG A to G, calm to high wind speed, low to very high humidity, and freezing to nonfreezing 

air temperature. The categorized wind speed interval is 0–1, 1–3, and 3–12 m s-1 for the calm, low, 

and medium to high wind conditions, respectively (Tian et al., 2022). The categorized relative 

humidity interval is 0–50%, 50–80%, and 80–100% for the low, high, and very high humidity 

conditions, respectively (Ku-Mahamud and Khor, 2009).  

 
Exp Q (kg hr

-1
) Distance (m) Height (m) Atmospheric variables investigated 

1 0.44 7 0.5, 2, 5, 7 PG A (extremely unstable); PG B/C (unstable); PG D (neutral); 

PG E/F (stable) 

2 0.44 7 0.5, 2, 5, 7 Calm wind (0–1 m s
-1

); Low wind (1–3 m s
-1

); Medium to high 

wind (3–12 m s
-1

) 

3 0.44 7 0.5, 2, 5, 7 Freezing temperature (-16 to 0 degC); Nonfreezing 

temperature (0 to 24 degC) 

4 0.44 7 0.5, 2, 5, 7 Low humidity (0–50%); High humidity (50–80%); Very high 

humidity (80–100%) 

 

 

5.3.2 Plume Width  

For each 5-minute measurement period, CH4 mixing ratios were first binned by the wind 

direction in 2-degree increments (Foster-Wittig et al., 2015) and then averaged. The crosswind 

distance from the plume center (Equation 5.1, Figure 5.1) was calculated for every 5-minute 
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averaged CH4 mixing ratio using the plume reconstructed lateral geometry method of Foster-

Wittig et al ( 2015).   

 

where y is crosswind distance from the plume center (m), s is the measurement distance downwind 

of leak location (m), θm is the wind direction (°), and θc is the wind direction of the plume center 

(°) (Equation 5.1). 

The plume width (Figure 5.1) was then calculated using a Gaussian function to fit the crosswind 

distance and elevated CH4 mixing ratio (𝐶 − 𝐶0). The upwind background CH4 mixing ratio (𝐶0) 

is 2.0 ppm at the METEC site. A 100 ppb CH4 mixing ratio enhancement was used as the detection 

threshold to calculate the plume width. Previous studies have shown that a leak can be inferred 

using a 100 ppb CH4 mixing ratio enhancement threshold (Chen et al., 2020; Riddick et al., 2021). 

The survey speed is calculated using the plume width divided by the hypothesized 1 Hz frequency 

CH4 analyzer. This assumption is based on the fact that most of the mobile leak surveys equip with 

a 1 Hz frequency CH4 analyzer such as the ABB’s Ultra-Portable Greenhouse Gas Analyzer 

(Model 915-0011) or Picarro Mobile Gas Concentration Analyzer GasScouter G430. 

𝑦 = 𝑠 ⋅ 𝑠𝑖𝑛 (𝜃𝑚 − 𝜃𝑐)     (5.1) 
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Figure 5.1 Elevated CH4 mixing ratio (C-C0) as a function of crosswind distance from the plume 

center (y=0). The red cross is the measurement point. The red line is the Gaussian fit curve (R2: 

0.76). The black dashed line is the defined detectable threshold (i.e., CH4 mixing ratio 

enhancements of 0.1 ppm above the background value) for calculating plume width (𝑦𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑦𝑚𝑖𝑛). 

𝐶 is the binned CH4 mixing ratio. 𝐶0 is the background CH4 mixing ratio (2.0 ppm). The sample 

data used here is the binned average of the 5-minute measurements at 5.0 m above the ground from 

the experiment.     

 

For each 5-minute CH4 
 mixing ratio measurement period, the Monin-Obukhov length (L, m) 

was calculated using Equations 5.2 and 5.3 (Kaimal and Finnigan, 1994; Flesch et al., 2004; Foken, 

2006; Stull, 2012) using the surface friction velocity (u*, m s-1), the mean absolute air temperature 

(T, K), the von Kármán’s constant (𝑘𝑣 = 0.41), the gravitational acceleration (g = 9.8 m s-2) and 

the 3D horizontal/vertical wind vectors (u, v, w, m s-1), respectively. The L was further converted 

into Pasquill-Gifford (PG) stability class for easy use by industry practitioners (Ulrich et al., 2019; 

Riddick et al., 2021), where PG A is extremely unstable (−100 ≤ 𝐿 < 0), PG B/C is unstable 

(−500 ≤ 𝐿 < −100), PG is D (|𝐿| > 500), PG E/F is stable (500 ≤ 𝐿 < 100), and PG G is 

extremely stable (0 < L ≤ 100) (Gryning et al., 2007; Breedt et al., 2018). The converted PG 
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stability class was thus chosen to reveal the impacts of atmospheric stability on plume width and 

survey speed in this study. 

 

 

5.4 Results 

5.4.1 Diurnal Variability in Plume Width  

   The plume width shows a diurnal variability between the day and night (Figure 5.2a). The 

plume width during the day is larger than at night in each measurement height ranging from 0.5 m 

to 7 m above the ground. The plume during the day is about 10 m wide on average for the four 

heights, and it reduces to 9 m wide at night (10% decrease). Also, the plume width changes with 

the change in height, regardless of day and night. The plume is widest at 5 m above the ground 

with the value of 10 and 9 m during the day and at night, respectively, and it decreases as the height 

is higher or lower than such a height. 

Further, the result demonstrates that survey speed depends on survey time (Figure 5.2b). Survey 

speed during the day is about 2 mph higher on average than at night for the four heights (range: 1–

3 mph). The maximum survey speed is 22 and 20 mph during the day and at night, respectively, 

for a driving survey with CH4 sampling height below 2.0 m above the ground. The maximum 

survey speed is 23 and 21 mph during the day and at night, respectively, for a UAV survey with 

CH4 sampling height between 5 and 7 m above the ground. 

 

 

𝐿 = −
𝑢∗

3𝑇

𝑘𝑣𝑔𝑤′𝑇′ 
 

(5.2) 

𝑢∗ = [(𝑢′𝑤′)
2

+ (𝑣′𝑤′)
2

]
1/4

 
(5.3) 
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Figure 5.2 The plume width and survey speed at heights between 0.5 and 7 m above the ground 

during the day (07:00–17:00) and at night (00:00–07:00, 17:00–24:00). The error bar is ±1 standard 

error. 

 

 

 

5.4.2 Variability in Plume Width Due to Different Atmospheric Stability Conditions 

 The plume width at each height consistently decreases with increased atmospheric stability 

(PG: A to G) (Figure 5.3a). The plume is about 11 m wide on average during PG A (extremely 

unstable) condition, but it reduces to 7 m wide as the stability changes to PG G (extremely stable) 

(36% decrease). The percentage change range of the plume width due to atmospheric stability 

conditions is 3.6 times that due to diurnal variation, suggesting the large variability in plume width 

within a sub-day scale (i.e., day and night). The plume is the widest at 5 m above the ground, with 

values of approximately 11, 10, 9, 9, and 7 m for PG A, B/C, D, E/F, and G, respectively. And it 

decreases both above and below this height.       
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The survey speed decreases rapidly as the atmospheric stability transitions from PG A to G 

(Figure 5.3b). The average survey speed decreases from 25 mph during PG A to 16 mph during 

PG G (36% decrease). The maximum survey speed is 24, 23, 20, 19, and 16 mph during PG A, 

B/C, D, E/F, and G, respectively, for a driving survey with CH4 sampling height below 2.0 m above 

the ground. The maximum survey speed is 25, 23, 20, 19, and 16 mph during PG A, B/C, D, E/F, 

and G, respectively, for a UAV survey with CH4 sampling height between 5 and 7 m above the 

ground. 

 
 

Figure 5.3 The plume width and survey speed at heights between 0.5 and 7 m above the ground 

under different stability conditions ranging from PG stability class A to G. The error bar is ±1 

standard error. 

 

 

 

5.4.3 Variability in Plume Width with the Change in Air Humidity, Wind Speed, and Air 

Temperature  

The plume width at each height increases with the increase in air humidity (Figure 5.4a).  The 

plume is about 9 m wide on average in low humidity conditions, and it increases to 11 m wide as 

the air humidity changes to very high humidity conditions (22% increase). The plume is the widest 
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at 5 m above the ground, with values of approximately 9, 10, and 11 m in low, high, and very high 

humidity conditions, decreasing above and below this height. The survey speed also increases, 

accompanied by the increase in air humidity (Figure 5.4b). The average survey speed increases 

from 20 mph in low humidity to 24 mph in very high humidity conditions (20% increase). The 

maximum survey speed is 20, 21, and 25 mph in low, high, and very high humidity conditions, 

respectively, for a driving survey with CH4 sampling height below 2.0 m above the ground. The 

maximum survey speed is 21, 21, and 25 mph in low, high, and very high humidity conditions, 

respectively, for a UAV survey with CH4 sampling height between 5 and 7 m above the ground.  

 
Figure 5.4 a)-b) the plume width and survey speed at heights between 0.5 and 7 m above the ground 

under different humidity conditions; c) the average relative humidity (RH), temperature (T), and 

wind speed (WS) in each humidity condition. The categorized relative humidity interval is 0–50%, 

50–80%, and 80–100% for the low, high, and very high humidity conditions, respectively (Ku-

Mahamud and Khor, 2009). The error bar is ±1 standard error. The unit of WS is converted to km 

hr-1 for visualization purposes.      
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The air temperature and wind speed decrease with the increase in air humidity (Figure 5.4c). 

The Pearson correlation coefficient is -0.83, -0.41, and 0.33 between air temperature and relative 

humidity, between wind speed and relative humidity, and between air temperature and wind speed, 

respectively (Table 5.2). All are statistically significant, with p-values of less than 0.05. 

Table 5.2 Pearson correlation coefficients (r) and the respective p values between air temperature 

(T, degC), relative humidity (RH, %), and wind speed (WS, m s-1). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Further analyses show that both plume width and survey speed decrease rapidly with the 

increase in wind speed and decrease slightly with the increase in air temperature (Figures 5.5a and 

5.5c). The plume is about 11 m wide on average in calm wind conditions, and it reduces to 7 m 

wide as the wind changes to medium to high wind conditions (36% decrease). The average survey 

speed decreases from 25 mph in calm wind to 16 mph in medium to high wind conditions (36% 

decrease). The maximum survey speed is 25, 22, and 17 mph in calm, small, and medium to high 

wind conditions, respectively, for a driving survey with CH4 sampling height below 2.0 m above 

the ground. The maximum survey speed is 24, 22, and 16 mph in calm, small, and medium to high 

wind conditions, respectively, for a UAV survey with CH4 sampling height between 5 and 7 m 

above the ground. However, the average plume width decreases by 3% as air temperature changes 

from freezing temperature (plume width: 9.4 m) to nonfreezing temperature (plume width: 9.1 m).  

The average survey speed is about 21 and 20 mph in freezing temperature and nonfreezing 

temperature, respectively. The result suggests the negligible impacts of air temperature on the 

Atmospheric variables r p-value 

T, RH -0.83 1.15E-182 

T, WS 0.33 3.98E-20 

WS, RH -0.41 9.15E-31 
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plume width and survey speed, relative to the air humidity, wind speed, and atmospheric stability, 

providing the evidence for a previous study showing the significant effects of wind speed and 

atmospheric stability on the detection probability of driving surveys (Tian et al., 2022). This is 

because turbulent diffusion due to buoyancy and shear forces dominates the gas dispersion in the 

atmosphere, rather than the molecular diffusivity (Csanady, 1973; Ounis and Ahmadi, 1990). 

 

 
Figure 5.5 Plume width and survey speed at heights between 0.5 and 7 m above the ground under 

different wind speed, and air temperature conditions. The categorized wind speed interval is 0–1, 

1–3, and 3–12 m s-1 for the calm, low, medium, and medium to high wind conditions, respectively 

(Tian et al., 2022). The temperature bin interval is according to the measured temperature range 

during the experiments. The error bar is ±1 standard error.            

 

 

5.5 Discussion  

The LDAQ survey operators usually transect downwind of the pipelines to detect the methane 

leaks. This chapter physically reveals the significance of incorporating the transect plume width 
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into LDAQ survey protocols. However, this chapter did not include the alongwind plume length 

due to the logistic challenges of measuring CH4 concentration simultaneously in all three 

dimensions (i.e., alongwind, crosswind, and vertical direction) with one single gas analyzer. 

Currently, survey distance depends on the operators ranging from 0 m to more than 1,000 m 

(Zimmerle et al., 2017; Caulton et al., 2018; Weller et al., 2018; Li et al., 2020; Heliops, 2022). 

There are no studies providing the justifications for the setting of survey distance by linking with 

the plume length. Previous studies have demonstrated that gas plume tend to be elongated in high 

wind condition due to the effective transport processes in these wind conditions (Carpenter et al., 

1971; Choi et al., 2014; Thorpe et al., 2016). According to the mass balance, it is consistent the 

finding of narrow plume width during high wind conditions in this chapter to some extent. But the 

detection probability generally is expected to be lower when trespassing an elongated and 

narrowed plume compared to a short and wide one. In order to overcome the limited data, the 

follow-on work in this chapter will use fully simulated 3D gas plume though CFD modeling to 

investigate how the evolution of 3D plume impacts on the LDAQ survey efficiency in more 

comprehensive approach. 

 

 

5.6 Conclusions  

This work characterizes the CH4 plume variability to inform the design or use of survey speed 

for underground pipeline leak survey methods under a wide range of weather conditions. Our 

results showed that atmospheric stability, wind speed, and air humidity significantly impact the 

plume width and survey speed. The plume width decreases by 36% on average, with atmospheric 

stability changing from PG A (extremely unstable) to PG G (extremely stable) and wind from calm 

to medium and high wind speed conditions. But it increases by 22% as the air humidity rises from 
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low humidity to very high humidity conditions. The widest plume typically occurs 5 m above the 

ground, decreasing above and below this height, regardless of weather conditions considered here.  

When applied to mobile leak survey methods, our results showed that survey speed is mainly 

affected by survey time, survey height, and atmospheric conditions (i.e., atmospheric stability, 

wind speed, and air humidity). The average survey speed is 22 mph during the day and 20 mph at 

night (~10% decrease). The survey speed changes by up to 34% due to the change in survey height, 

with the highest value of 25 mph, usually occurring 5 m above the ground, decreasing both and 

below this height. The average survey speed decreases by 36%, from 25 mph to 16 mph, with 

increased atmospheric stability from PG A to G and wind speed from calm to medium and high 

winds, respectively. But the average survey speed increases by 20%, from 20 mph to 24 mph, 

accompanied by the increase in air humidity from low to very high humidity conditions. Our results 

show that the leak survey has a wider range of survey speed options (0–25 mph) to detect 

subsurface pipeline leaks at a middle height of approximately 5 m during the day when the 

atmosphere is unstable (PG A to B/C), the wind is calm to medium speed (0–3 m s-1), and air 

humidity is high to very high (50–80%). 

Overall, the findings of this study emphasize the importance of incorporating plume variability 

into the survey protocols (e.g., survey speed, height, time, and weather conditions) to improve the 

detection efficiency of leak survey methods.  
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Chapter 6 Conclusions, Discussions and Future Research 

This section summarizes the main conclusions from chapters 3–5, followed by discussions, and 

suggestions for future research. 

6.1 Conclusions  

NG has been widely accepted around the world as a bridge fuel to a carbon-free or renewable 

future. Although it is regarded as a “clean burning” fuel, methane leakages from the underground 

NG pipelines threaten the global efforts to mitigate greenhouse emissions. Leak detection and 

quantification (LDAQ) surveys have been recognized as an effective approach to finding and 

ultimately fixing leaks, aiding methane mitigation efforts. Recently, the applications of many 

emerging LDAQ survey methods have improved the understanding of CH4 emissions from NG 

infrastructure. However, the efficiency of the methods remains unclear, creating a knowledge gap 

in understanding the disparity in reported leak densities and emission rates based on different 

survey methods. Therefore, it is imperative to adopt better science into these engineering methods 

to advance understanding of the knowledge gap between them and improve the robustness of 

LDAQ survey methods on the mitigation efforts. This doctoral research explores the understanding 

of the impacts of atmospheric variability on subsurface NG pipeline emissions using controlled 

experiments, mathematical modeling, and statistical analysis. This work addresses the following 

three aspects: 1) developing a detection probability model to assess the detection efficacy of 

mobile survey methods under different atmospheric conditions, 2) investigating the impacts of 

atmospheric variability on subsurface CH4 emission estimate accuracy, and 3) characterizing the 

plume variability due to atmospheric conditions to inform the survey parameters of LDAQ 

methods.  
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To this end, chapter 3 presents a comprehensive analysis of how leak rate sizes, survey 

protocols, and atmospheric conditions affect the DP of subsurface NG emissions. A validated DP 

model (R2: 0.76) was developed to model the detection efficiency for walking and driving surveys 

using three publicly available emission rate datasets from NG distribution pipeline leaks. The 

results show that the DP is negatively proportional to survey speed, survey distance, atmospheric 

stability (1/L), wind speed, and air temperature but is positively proportional to the leak rate. The 

average DP in Pasquill–Gifford stability (PG) class A is 85% at a low survey speed (2–11 mph) 

and decreases to 68%, 63%, 65%, and 60% in PGSC B/C, D, E/F, and G respectively. It is 

generally less than 25% at a high survey speed (22–34 mph), regardless of stability conditions and 

leak rates. Survey speed, atmospheric stability, and wind speed significantly impact the DP. The 

average modeled DP decreases by 25% with an increase in survey speed from 2 to 34 mph, 

atmospheric stability (1/L) from −0.2 to 0.2 m-1, and wind speed from 0.1 to 10 m s−1, respectively. 

The average DP in all weather conditions (PG A to G, calm to large winds) is about 66% for the 

walking survey, but it reduces to 35% for a driving survey with low to medium speed (11–22 mph). 

The options of modeled favorable weather conditions (i.e., PG stability class and wind speed) to 

have a high DP (e.g., >50%) are rapidly decreased with the increase in survey speed. A walking 

survey is applicable over a wider range of weather conditions, including PG stability class A to 

E/F and calm to medium winds (0–5 m s−1). A driving survey at a low speed (11 mph) can only be 

conducted under calm to low wind speed conditions (0–3 m s−1) to have an equivalent DP to a 

walking survey. Only calm wind conditions in PG A (0–1 m s−1) are appropriate for a high driving 

speed (34 mph). These findings in this chapter highlight the importance of atmospheric stability, 

wind speed, and survey parameter in influencing the detection efficiency of leak survey methods, 
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as well as optimization of the driving survey schemes to achieve a DP equivalence to the traditional 

walking survey. 

Chapter 4 explores the effectiveness of an atmospheric dispersion-based inverse modeling 

method in quantifying CH4 emissions from subsurface pipeline leaks under realistic conditions and 

analyzes the impacts of atmospheric variability on the below-ground emission estimate accuracy. 

Results show the large temporal variability of surface CH4 emissions from the subsurface pipeline 

leaks. It  typically decreases with the increase in atmospheric stability when the PG stability class 

changes from A (extremely unstable) to G (extremely stable) due to the inhibited dispersion and 

mixing in the atmosphere. The average surface CH4 emissions over 6.5 h downwind measurements 

can provide a representative estimate from subsurface pipeline leaks (±27% of the controlled 

release rate on average). The probability that the emission estimate is within ±50% of the 

controlled release rate (P±50%) is about 50% using approximately 1 h downwind data. And it 

increases to 80% and 100% with about 2 h and 3–4 h of data, respectively. The findings of this 

study emphasize the importance of a certain amount of data covering surface emission variability 

due to atmospheric conditions to have an estimate that can reflect the actual subsurface leak rates.  

Chapter 5 investigates the plume 3D gas plume behaviors (i.e., shape and size) from the 

controlled subsurface NG pipeline leaks over a wide range of atmospheric conditions and explicitly 

use these physical understandings of plume variability to inform leak survey parameters. Results 

show that the plume width decreases with the increase in atmospheric stability and wind speed but 

increases with the increase in air humidity. Air temperature has a negligible influence on the plume 

width. The plume width decreases by 36% on average when the atmospheric stability transitions 

from PG A (extremely unstable) to PG G (extremely stable). But it increases by 22% when the air 

humidity changes from low humidity (0–50%) to very high humidity (80–100%) conditions. The 
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plume is typically the widest at 5 m above the ground, decreasing above and below this height. In 

addition, when applied to mobile leak survey methods, it is found that survey speed is mainly 

impacted by survey time, survey height, and survey weather conditions, including atmospheric 

stability, wind speed, and air humidity. The percentage change in survey speed is 10–36%, 

depending on the survey parameters considered here. The average survey speed decreases from 25 

mph to 16 mph as atmospheric stability changes from PG A to G and wind speed from calm to 

medium and high winds, respectively. Leak survey has a wider range of survey speed options (0–

25 mph) to detect subsurface pipeline leaks at a middle height of approximately 5 m during the 

day when the atmosphere is unstable (PG A to B/C), the wind is calm to medium speed (0–3 m s-

1), and air humidity is high to very high (50–80%).  

Overall, the findings of this study highlight the importance of adopting the understanding of 

plume variability into the survey protocols (e.g., survey speed, survey height, survey time, and 

survey weather conditions) to optimize leak survey methods for underground pipeline leaks.   

 

 

6.2 Discussions  

The findings of this research can be extended into other fields such as hydrogen leakage and 

landfills methane emissions to improve the detection and quantification efficiency. With zero 

greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions such as CO2 and CH4, hydrogen has been recognized as a 

promising renewable energy to reduce and or replace the use of fossil fuel such as gasoline, and 

natural gas to achieve a carbon-neutral future (Crowl and Jo, 2007; Elaoud et al., 2010; Molnarne 

and Schroeder, 2019; Abohamzeh et al., 2021; Kovač et al., 2021). The wide distribution of 

underground pipeline network will serve as a critical infrastructure for the large-scale 

implementation of hydrogen energy (Abohamzeh et al., 2021). Compared to methane, hydrogen 
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has a lower ignition energy (hydrogen: 0.019 mJ; methane: 0.28 mJ), and a higher deflagration 

index (hydrogen: 550; methane:55)  (Crowl and Jo, 2007; Elaoud et al., 2010; Molnarne and 

Schroeder, 2019). Hydrogen leakage from underground pipelines has a higher probability of a fire 

or explosion risk than methane leakage (Crowl and Jo, 2007; Elaoud et al., 2010; Molnarne and 

Schroeder, 2019). Periodic LDAQ surveys along the hydrogen pipeline would expect to be of 

particular importance for preventing hydrogen leakage resulted in explosion and fire accidents.    

Methane emission from the landfill is a significant global sources of greenhouse gases, taking 

about 20% among all global anthropogenic methane emission sources (UNEP&CCAC, 2021). 

Previous studies (Czepiel et al., 2003; Gasbarra et al., 2019; Mønster et al., 2019) have 

demonstrated landfill methane emissions have temporal variability due to the change in 

environmental conditions, and longer time periods measurements are required to have a 

representative estimate for the actual emissions. The emission estimate method in this work for 

underground NG pipeline leaks provide a benchmark for improving the landfill methane emission 

accuracies.  

 

6.3 Recommendations for Future Research 

This doctoral research provides a baseline framework for underground pipeline LDAQ survey 

methods by incorporating the plume behaviors under different atmospheric conditions in realistic 

controlled conditions. There are three recommendations for future work to extend this 

dissertation's research into a broader science and engineering scope. 

 

(1) Development of the plume parameterization scheme by numerical modeling  
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The efficiency of LDAQ survey methods depends on the representation of the plume behaviors. 

In this research, we used a series of observations, but still limited, to reveal the significance of 

environmental conditions impacting the plume. But it remains a key question of how to 

parameterize the plume to apply to the LDAQ survey methods robustly. Once validated, the 

numerical models can be used as a valuable tool to understand the gas plume behaviors fully and 

further parameterize the plume. The increasingly affordable computation resources and availability 

of various dispersion modeling frameworks across a wide range of scales, such as Gaussian, 

Lagrangian, and CFD (computational fluid dynamics) models, provide a promising tool to fully 

understand leaked plume behaviors under different leak scenarios (e.g., leaks in open and urban 

environments) and environmental conditions not achievable in the field. 

 

(2) Development of the national CH4 emission baseline dataset from underground natural gas 

pipeline leaks by integrating multiple dataset sources  

The accuracy of CH4 emission serves as a foundation across a wide range of communities with 

their objectives, such as industry operators for leak repair, policymakers for mitigation regulations, 

and scientists for assessing CH4 emissions resulting in climate impacts. Currently, the national 

CH4 emission inventory from underground pipeline sectors is poorly characterized compared to 

the upstream sectors of the NG supply chain (e.g., production). NG pipelines are distributed across 

the U.S., and most of them are buried below ground. Thus, relying on one data source to 

characterize the national CH4 emission is not feasible. Instead, it is necessary to establish a baseline 

CH4 emission dataset by integrating multiple source datasets and following the transparent data 

analytic methods. The DP model developed in this research can be extended into the framework 

of the data analytic approach in the future.  
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(3) Investigating the relative contribution of air humidity on methane plume shape and size in a 

range of atmospheric conditions  

In this study, it was observed that air humidity significantly impacts methane plume width, in 

addition to atmospheric stability and wind speed. Some CFD dispersion modeling studies on LNG 

(liquified natural gas) and liquid hydrogen spills have shown that the phase change of water vapor 

in the atmosphere such as water condensation, affects impacts the hydrogen and methane gas 

plume (Giannissi et al., 2014; Giannissi and Venetsanos, 2018; Liu et al., 2019; Sun et al., 2020). 

The high air humidity means a high-water vapor mixing ratio, resulting in a decrease in gas density 

(e.g., hydrogen, methane). This decreased gas density will in turn increase the buoyancy force 

when mixing with the ambient air. The increased buoyancy forces enhance the atmospheric 

turbulence by influencing the energy balance of turbulent motions, promoting the expansion of gas 

plume along the 3D directions (Csanady, 1973; Hanna, 1986; Assou and Saadeddine, 2018). Given 

the significant relationship between air humidity, air temperature, and wind speed (Chapter 5), 

further research is needed to investigate the relative contribution of air humidity on the plume 

shape and size through the CFD dispersion modeling.  
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Appendix A Field Experiments*  

All experiments in this doctoral research were conducted at the Methane Emission Technology 

Evaluation Center (METEC) site, at Colorado State University (CSU) (Figure A.1). The testbed can 

simulate different underground pipeline leaks, including gathering line, flowline, and distribution 

pipeline, and allowing for continuously monitoring of the subsurface, surface, and atmospheric 

conditions. Both the environmental sensors (soil moisture, soil temperature, and matric potential) and 

INIR (Integrated Infrared) sensors have been permanently installed at multiple locations (0-30 m away 

from the leak point) and depths (0.3-0.9 m belowground) to measure the migration behavior of leaked 

CH4 and corresponding soil conditions (Figure A.2). The atmospheric measurements include the 

downwind CH4 measurements and the micrometeorological measurements (Figure A.3 to 4).  

 

 
 

Figure A.1 Methane Emission Technology Evaluation Center (METEC) site at Colorado State 

University (CSU). 
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Figure A.2 Top view of sensor layout in the METEC pipeline testbed. 

 

 

  
 

Figure A.3 Left: installments of the 3D sonic anemometer and weather sensors; Right: walking 

survey CH4 measurements.   
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Figure A.4 Left: laboratory experiments to test the multiplexer system; Right: field 3D plume 

experiments using the multiplexer system.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*Data availability 

 

Tian, S., Smits, K.M., Cho, Y., Riddick, S.N., Zimmerle, D.J. and Duggan, A., 2022. 

Replication Data for estimating methane emissions from underground natural gas pipelines 

using an atmospheric dispersion-based method. https://doi.org/10.18738/T8/UAO5XX, 

Texas Data Repository. 

 

Tian, S., Riddick, S.N., Cho, Y., Bell, C.S., Zimmerle, D.J. and Smits, K.M., 2022. 

Replication Data for investigating detection probability of mobile survey solutions for 

natural gas pipeline leaks under different atmospheric condition. 

https://doi.org/10.18738/T8/DYIIJY, Texas Data Repository. 
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Appendix B Supplemental Materials for Chapter 4 

B.1 Equations in Windtrax  

The particle trajectories are modeled in WindTrax based on Langevin equations, which assume 

that position and velocity of a single particle evolve jointly as a Markov process (Flesch et al. 

2004). 

 

where the coefficients 𝑎𝑖  and 𝑏𝑖  are functions of position and velocity, and 𝑅𝑖  is a Gaussian 

random number,𝑢𝑖  represents the 𝑢, 𝑣, 𝑤 (along-wind, cross-wind, and vertical velocities, unit: 

m/s), 𝑥𝑖 represents the 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧 (along-wind, cross-wind, vertical coordinates, unit: m) for 𝑖 = 1,2,3. 

𝛥𝑡 is the model timestep (unit: s). 

The coefficients 𝑎𝑖, 𝑏𝑖 are solved according to the simplified Thomson’s solution (Flesch et al. 

2004; Hatfield et al. 2005; Thomson 1987). 

 

𝑢𝑖 = 𝑎𝑖𝛥𝑡 + 𝑏𝑖𝑅𝑖      (B.1) 

𝛥𝑥𝑖 = 𝑢𝑖𝛥𝑡 (B.2) 

𝑎𝑢(𝑢, 𝑣, 𝑤, 𝑧) = −
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(B.5) 

𝑏𝑢 = 𝑏𝑣 = 𝑏𝑤 = 𝑏 = (2𝜎𝑤
2 /𝑇𝐿)1/2 (B.6) 
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where  𝜎𝑢
2,𝜎𝑣

2,𝜎𝑤
2  is the variance of 3D velocity fluctuation (m2/s2) along-wind, crosswind, and 

vertical directions, respectively, U is the average wind velocity (m/s), 𝑢∗ is the surface friction 

velocity (m/s), 𝑇𝐿 is a Lagrangian time scale (s). Velocity variances (𝜎𝑢
2,𝜎𝑣

2,𝜎𝑤
2 ), surface friction 

velocity (𝑢∗), and Lagrangian time scale (𝑇𝐿 ) are derived by the wind flow parameterization 

equations (Flesch et al. 1995) with known average wind speed U, surface roughness length, and 

atmospheric stability.  

After the “vertical touchdown velocity”, 𝑤0,  the vertical velocity where particle hits the ground 

at the location (𝑥0, 𝑦0) within the source boundary is solved by discretization of the Langevin  

trajectory equations (Eqs.B.1-B.2), the ratio of concentration over the background at a downwind 

location to the source emission rate (𝐶/𝑄)𝑠𝑖𝑚 within the source boundary is predicted as: 

 

where 𝑁 is the total number of particles released from the downwind point, 𝑁 = 500,000.  

 

B.2 Supplemental Figures  

Figure B.1 shows the time series of solar radiation, air temperature, wind direction, and wind 

speed at 1 m (blue line) and 6m (red line) above the ground and Obukhov length during the 

experiments. In general, these meteorological variables showed a diurnal cycle. The solar radiation 

changed from as high as 1,000 W m-2 at mid-noon to 0 W m-2 at night. During the day (e.g., 10:00 

AM-5:00 PM), air temperature at 1 m height was usually higher than at 6 m height, but it was 

usually lower at night (e.g., 7:00 PM-5:00 AM). Wind speed was higher during the day than at 

night, with a maximum wind speed of approximately 10 and 9 m s-1 at 1 m and 6 m height, 

(𝐶/𝑄)𝑠𝑖𝑚 =
1

𝑁
∑ |

2

𝑤0
|      (B.7) 
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respectively. The wind direction usually changed from northerly at night to southerly during the 

day. The Obukhov length was about -500 m to 500 m for most of the time. 
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Figure B.1 Time series of solar radiation, air temperature, wind direction, and wind speed at 1 m 

(blue line) and 6 m (red line) above the ground, and Obukhov length (L) from June 1st to June 5th, 

2020. The Obukhov length was calculated using 1 min 3D sonic data (YOUNG Model 81000 

Ultrasonic Anemometer) at 6 m height. Data were averaged every 10 minutes. The time is MDT 

(Mountain Daylight Time). The meteorological sensor ATMOS 41 was in an adjustment period 

before June 1st, 9:00 AM, 2020. Thus, meteorological data from ATMOS 41 showed abnormal 

values before this time. 
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Figure B.2 shows the surface CH4 mole fraction plots for the four experiments (Exp1–4). The 

area surrounded by a 100-ppm contour was used to calculate the area of surface expression. We 

assumed that the surface mole fraction is at least one time larger than the observed maximum 

atmospheric CH4 mole fraction (65 ppm at 0.5 m height) to represent the average conditions of the 

belowground release source for the four experiments. We also used 50 ppm and 200 ppm contours 

as the mapped surface area in the WindTrax model and found that the absolute percentage 

difference between the average surface CH4 emissions and the controlled release rate was about 

26% and 29%, respectively. It was 27% using the mapped surface area surrounded by 100 ppm 

contour. Thus, the sensitivity was about 1–3% for the surface area using 50–200 ppm. 
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Figure B.2 The surface CH4 mole fraction plots for the four experiments (Exp1–4). The red contour 

is 100 ppm CH4 mole fraction. The release rate is 0.08, 0.18, 0.27, 0.52 kg hr-1 of CH4 for Exp1-

4 (Figure B.2a to 2d), respectively. 

  

Figure B.3 shows the cumulative distribution frequency (CDF) of 10-min averaged CH4 mole 

fraction at 1 m above ground for the four experiments, respectively. The CH4 mole fraction within 

the lowest 25% quantile was approximately constant, which was used to calculate the local 

background CH4 mole fraction for each experiment (Exp1–4) at the experimental site.  
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Figure B.3 Cumulative distribution frequency (CDF) of 10-min averaged CH4 mole fraction at 1 

m above ground for all experiments (Exp1–4). 

 

Figure B.4 shows the normalized mole fraction with the crosswind distance in the Pasquill-

Gifford (PG) stability class A (extremely unstable) and E–F (stable), respectively. Two periods of 

approximately two hours of constant wind direction (June 1st 1: 00 PM-3:20 PM, June 5th 6: 40 

AM-8:00 AM, 2020) were chosen here to illustrate the characteristics of the plume (width and 

magnitude) under extremely unstable, and stable conditions. The data time interval was 1 min. We 

first calculated the average CH4 mole fraction binned by four-degree interval of wind direction for 

each period. Then, the crosswind distance Y (Foster-Wittig et al., 2015) was calculated by 

 

𝑦 = 𝑠 ⋅ 𝑠𝑖𝑛 (𝜃𝑚 − 𝜃𝑐)     (B.8) 
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where s is the measured distance from the leak center to the downwind measurement location, 𝜃𝑚 

is the wind direction at the actual measurement time, 𝜃𝑐  is the wind direction at the plume 

centerline. The effective downwind region is within ±90∘of 𝜃𝑐 (|𝜃𝑚 − 𝜃𝑐| ≤ 90∘). 

The results showed a narrow plume with a larger maximum of normalized CH4 mole fraction 

in PG stability class E–F (stable) but a broader one with a lower maximum of normalized CH4 

mole fraction in PG stability class A (very unstable). The maximum CH4 mole fraction was about 

65 s m-3, and the plume width was 12 m PG stability class E–F. However, it was about 27 s m-3 

and 16 m wide in unstable conditions in PG stability class A.  

 

Figure B.4 The normalized CH4 mole fraction ((Cobs-Cb)/Qctr) and crosswind distance (Y) in the 

Pasquill-Gifford (PG) stability class A (extremely unstable) and E–F (stable), respectively. Cb is 

the background CH4 mole fraction (ppm), Cobs is the measured CH4 mole fraction (ppm), Qctr is 

the release rate (kg hr-1). 
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Appendix C Numerical Modeling of Atmospheric Methane Plume 

C.1 Equations solved in the CFD Dispersion Model 

The CFD dispersion model used here is OpenFOAM v2006, a free and open-source CFD 

software package. This model has been applied to simulate the dispersions of various gases such 

as SF6, CO2, CH4, and LNG (liquefied natural gas) vapor in the near surface of the atmosphere 

(Fiates et al. 2016; Fiates and Vianna 2016; Mack and Spruijt 2013, 2014; Tran et al., 2020; Wang 

et al., 2016b). The standard solver buoyantBoussinesqSimpleFoam in this model was modified to 

include the passive scalar (CH4) turbulent transport in the atmosphere. This newly modified solver 

was then used to solve the incompressible Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations 

with the standard 𝑘 − 𝜖  turbulence model (Launder and Spalding 1974) using the SIMPLE 

algorithm (Ferziger et al., 2002). The equations therein include the continuity equation, momentum 

equation, temperature equation, the passive scalar transport equation, and turbulent closure 

equations (Eqs.C.1-C.8).   

The continuity equation  

The momentum equation  

 

The temperature equation  

 

The passive scalar transport equation 

 

𝜕𝑢𝑗

𝜕𝑥𝑗
= 0     (C.1) 

𝜕𝑢𝑗

𝜕𝑡
+

𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗
(𝑢𝑗𝑢𝑖) −

𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗
[𝜈𝑒𝑓𝑓 (

𝜕𝑢𝑖

𝜕𝑥𝑗
+

𝜕𝑢𝑗

𝜕𝑥𝑖
)] = −

𝜕𝑝∗

𝜕𝑥𝑖
+ 𝑔𝑖[1 − 𝛽(𝑇 − 𝑇0)]   (C.2) 

𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑡
+

𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗
(𝑢𝑗𝑇) −

𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑘
(𝐾𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑥𝑘
) = 0     (C.3) 
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where 𝑢𝑖 is the 𝑖𝑡ℎ velocity component (m s-1), 𝑇 is the temperature (K), 𝐶 is the concentration of  

CH4 (kg m-3), 𝑆 is the surface emission source (kg m-3s-1), 𝜈𝑒𝑓𝑓 is the effective kinematic viscosity 

(m2 s-1), 𝑝∗ is a modified mean kinematic pressure (Pa), 𝑇0 is the reference temperature (K), 𝛽 is 

the coefficient of expansion with temperature of the fluid (K-1),  𝐾𝑒𝑓𝑓 is the heat transfer coefficient 

(m2 K-1s-1). 

 

where 𝜈0 is the molecular viscosity (m2 s-1), 𝜈𝑡 is the turbulent viscosity (m2 s-1). 

The standard 𝑘 − 𝜖  model  is given by   

 

where 𝑘 is the turbulent kinematic energy (m2 s-2), 𝜖 is the turbulent dissipation energy (m2 s-3), 

𝜎𝑘, 𝜎𝜖, 𝑐1, 𝑐2 are empirical constants. 𝐺 is the production of kinematic energy (m2 s-3), expressed 

as  

 

 

 

C.2 Preliminary Numerical Modeling Results  

The uncoupled modeling was used to test if the OpenFOAM can simulate the impacts of 

atmospheric stability on the observed gas plume behaviors using a constant surface area emission 

rate (Table C.1).  The numerical experiments consist of 6 stability classes, and the model domain 

is 100*50* 50 (unit: m), with a grid resolution of 0.5 m, the time step is 1 second, and the total 

𝜕𝐶

𝜕𝑡
+

𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗
(𝑢𝑗𝐶) − 𝜈𝑡

𝜕2𝐶

𝜕𝑥𝑘
2 = 𝑆     (C.4) 

𝜈𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝜈0 + 𝜈𝑡       (C.5) 

𝜕𝑘

𝜕𝑡
+

𝜕𝑘𝑢𝑗

𝜕𝑥𝑗
=

𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗
  [(𝜈 +

𝜈𝑡

𝜎𝑘
)

𝜕𝑘

𝜕𝑥𝑗
] + 𝐺 − 𝜖  

(C.6) 

𝜕𝜖

𝜕𝑡
+

𝜕𝜖𝑢𝑗

𝜕𝑥𝑗
=

𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗
[(𝜈 +

𝜈𝑡

𝜎𝜖
)

𝜕𝜖

𝜕𝑥𝑗
] +

𝑐1𝜖

𝑘
𝐺 − 𝑐2

𝜖2

𝑘
 

(C.7) 

𝐺 = 𝜈𝑡 (
𝜕𝑢𝑖

𝜕𝑥𝑗
+

𝜕𝑢𝑗

𝜕𝑥𝑖
)

𝜕𝑢𝑖

𝜕𝑥𝑗
     (C.8) 
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simulation length is 27.78 hr (Figure C.1). Taking the model results from two stability classes 

(unstable, slightly unstable) as an example, it shows that the CH4 mole fraction is higher in the 

slightly unstable condition than that in unstable conditions under the condition of the same surface 

emission rate (Figure C.2). Therefore, it initially demonstrates that OpenFOAM can simulate the 

gas transport and dispersion processes in the atmosphere.  

Table C.1 The design schemes for uncoupled numerical dispersion experiments. It includes the 

modeling under different atmospheric stabilities from the most unstable (PG A) to the most stable 

(PG F) with constant surface CH4 emission conditions.  

 
Ref CFD dispersion 

model 

Subsurface 

model 

PG stability Source conditions of CH4 

emission  

 

Uncoupled 

modeling 

 

 

 

 

 

A-F 

 

Surface release with a 

constant rate 

 

 

 
 

Figure C.1 Model domain (L: 100 m, W: 50 m, H: 50 m) for the CFD modeling. The red shaded 

circle at the bottom is the leak surface area. The crossline (red, green) shows the center of the 

model domain. 
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Figure C.2 The modeled CH4 mole fraction profiles at two stability conditions (unstable: red dot; 

slightly unstable: green dot) with the same surface emission rate. Top left: vertical profile at the 

center of the model domain. Top right: along with the distance at the height of 2 m. Bottom center: 

along with the crosswind distance at the height of 2 m.  
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Appendix D Copyright Permission 

 

Copyright permission for chapter three: 

“Use and share their works for scholarly purposes (with full acknowledgment of the original 

article):  Include in a thesis or dissertation (provided this is not published commercially)”  

Elsevier, the publisher of Environmental Pollution, 2022  

 

 

Copyright permission for chapter four: 

“This is an open-access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 

4.0 International License (CC-BY 4.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and 

reproduction in any medium, provided the original author and source are credited.” 

University of California Press, the publisher of Elementa: Science of the Anthropocene, 2022 
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